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PREFACE

This is a cronological dump of the site ddxinet2.wordpress.com. It 
was not corrected at all. This can be used to have a feeling of the 
times and our comments at some news sites, for the years 2012 to 
2013, as they were happening.

These times won't repeat soon, as the censorship since 2014 is 
much stronger at the religion sections of most online newspapers.

Mexico DF, ddxinet group. 
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0 Fans

1 second ago ( 8:21 PM)

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Is ABSURD that the notions of Heaven in the Sky and Hell in the deep of the Earth.... 

Of course, after centuries of burning people for protesting these ideas, now the RCC claim that "those 
sites are not real physical sites"...... 

The RCC is simply like those fraudsters that twist their stories according to the circumstances... 

Meanwhile, they continue buying writers, politicians, presidents, sodomizing boys and girls around the 
world , and receiving inheritances from people who want to bribe God. 

You, that believe in the RCC teachings, are responsible too, because is the multitude of followers that 
gives the real power to that FALSE RELIGION. 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

Is ABSURD that GOD make the body of Jesus resurrect, without many witnesses, only to discard a few 
days later the body, because "Jesus had to come back to God, in The Heavens". 

If the Jesus´ resurrection really happened, or his attributed miracles, then all the jews would have become 
Christians quite soon ! 

What would you do in presence of some so strong evidences ? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Of course, "Christian Saints" convoluted a lot the "Theory". 

Maybe the strongest proof that never happend any resurrection is that most of the jews are not Christians. 

Maybe this is the real cause for the persecution of the Jews by the RCC, since the first centuries to almost 
our days (remember Adolf Hitler). 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

Is ABSURD that GOD make Jesus resurrect, because Jesus never died !.... because is absurd that an 
eternal God could die, and Jesus was God, or a little piece of God... 

Of course, "Christian Saints" convoluted a lot the "Theory", to disguise the contradictions.... 1000 years 
ago... and to continue gaining riches and power. 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 
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In Science we follow "the most simple Model (Hypothesis)" that is capable of give a simple "explanation" 
by deduction, of the given facts. 

Very frecuently, by the Most Simple Model we mean that Model that is the aggregation of the least 
demanding atomic hypothesis. 

In the case of the RCC, we must explain: 

1- The absolutly astonishing story of Jesus Christ. 
2- Most of the Jews of the epoch never believed in Jesus, in spite that he showed to them "his powers", 
according to the Legend. 
3- The RCC has committed atrocities in the name of "The Faith" , at least since they became associated 
with the State. 
4- The RCC helped Adolf Hitler gain the absolute power in Germany. 
5- The RCC priests, have sodomized and abused a lot of children. 
6- The RCC took revenge against boys that denunciated the sexual abuses, castrating them. 
7- The RCC is using his power to content any punishemnt agains most f the pedophile priests, instead of 
punishing them. 
8- The RCC has not refuted any important theological argument against it. 
9- The RCC is astonishingly powerfull and rich, and has never paid taxes for more then 1600 years ! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The most simple "Reasonable Model" is that RCC is a very succesfull fraud. 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

The assertion that the RCC , and Christianity are FALSE, is in perfect agreement with reality. 

In spite of the great Ethics of the Master Jesus, the corrupt priesthoods defrauded the humanity by adding 
an absurd and Mythical Theology. 

Thats why the RCC is plagated with pedophiles, it castrated children, it persecuted Jews, and it helped 
Adolf hitler 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

We have the sites: ddxinet and ddxinet2, at wordpress.com 

... for if someone want to give a look ... 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

The RCC is simply a Gigantic Scam .... and IT began as a scam, since the first years of the new cult 
named Christianity... so, it is obvious to me that the NEW TESTAMENT IS A SCAM ! 

Look, it was very easy to defraud antique humans, there were no Science, there were almost nothing, the 
few brave philosophers were mostly burned by the priests everywhere.... 

Some brave men that talked against all religions were "converted in gods or demigods" by the astute 
priesthood all around the Earth... and the Religions continued ... until our days... 

The New testament is just another FALSE book of God. A very succesful one, by the way. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/04/03/jesus-holy-saturday_n_1398224.html?ref=religion#
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---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

Women have the instinct to make thair sons believe in some God or gods... so women is a very powerfull 
force to continue the main religions (and traditions). 

That explains too why the Great Fraudster, the Roman Catholic Church, with time chose to depict Jesus 
as a very Handsome Young Man. 

This is some of the factors that explain why , we humans of the era of Science and Technology believe in 
Paleolithical Religions... except those who are free to think ! 

Note: I have to post several comments because: 

* I don´t know if some current will pass the censoring, plus 

* The length of the allowed comments are limited. 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

For if somebody would like to visit our sites to read some more thoughts, they are: 

ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

ddxinet.wordpress.com 

contralacorrupcion.wordpress.com 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

..... .... THE NEW TESTAMENT IS SIMPLY AN SCAM ... ... 

Some Catholics are trying to CONVOLUTE what it is written in the New Testament, and NOW, almost 
2000 years after they tricked almost everybody, they are ASSERT that what they tried to say is that Jesus 
was an INCARNATION of The Son of God. 

Anyway, either if Jesus was son of God and Mary, or was an Incarnation of some deity, he wouldn´t have 
been son of Joseph, and therefore Jesus wouldn´t have been a descendant of David. In any case Jesus was 
not the Messiah, which means he wasn´t some "Saviour", and therefore, again, both, The Story of Jesus, 
and The New Testament, are False. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A LIE will remain a lie, no mattering what convoluted they put it. 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

... ... THE NEW TESTAMENT IS FALSE 

I have said in other comment that "Jesus as The Son of God and Mary" is indefensible because God has 
no chromosomes. A consecuence of this is that "The Story of Jesus" is FALSE, and therefore Christianity 
Is A Scam. 

Besides that, If Jesus were Son of God, or Incarnation of God, he wouldn't have been son of Joseph, 
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therefore Jesus wouldn't have been a descendent of David, and then we conclude that Jesus was not the 
one prophesized in the Old Testament as the Messiah. 

Then we have to conclude that 

... ... THE NEW TESTAMENT IS FALSE. 

---error---/a---added---by---hand--- 

... CHRISTIANITY IS A SCAM : 

The author of this article is saying that Jesus was "...the incarnation of the only begotten Son of the only 
Father God as a man, Jesus...". 

The New Testament says something different: "Jesus was the son product of the impregnation of Mary by 
the Holy Spirit". 

So, to me it appears that the author of the article is accepting that the New Testament is indefensible, then 
it needs to be changed. This is equivalent to say that it is FALSE. 

Therefore the author of the article really agrees with something that I have said: 

.... "THE NEW TESTAMENT IS FALSE". 

Something that I have said is that 

.... The assertion that "Jesus is The Son of God and Mary" is indefensible because God has no 
chromosomes. 

A consecuence is 

.... "The Story of Jesus is FALSE" 

and therefore 

.... "Christianity Is A Scam". 

----- Ends 

============================================================= 

Basic Ideas: 

The author of this article is saying "Jesus was an Incarnation of the Son of God". 

The New Testament says something different: "Jesus was the son product of the impregnation of Mary by 
the Holy Spirit". 

So, to me it appears that the author of the article is accepting that the New Testament is indefensible, then 
it needs to be changed. This is equivalent to say that it is FALSE. 

Therefore the author of the article really agrees with something that I have said: 

"THE NEW TESTAMENT IS FALSE". 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/greg-tobin/inri-the-mysteries-of-cross_b_1409145.html?ref=religion#


Note 1: What I have said is that "Jesus is The Son of God and Mary" is indefensible because God has no 
chromosomes. A consecuence is "The Story of Jesus is FALSE" and therefore "Christianity Is A Scam". 

Note 2: If Jesus were Son of God, or Incarnation of God, he wouldn't have been son of Joseph, therefore 
Jesus wouldn't have been a descendent of David, and then we conclude that Jesus was not the one 
prophesized in the Old Testament as the Messiah. 

--------------------------------------------------- 

The RCC owns around 20 million million dollars in lands, gold and business stocks. It seems natural to 
me that it will twist everything and will destroy everybody and anything able to be destroyed, to retain it's 
riches and power. 

The RCC is the most formidable and succesful scam of Human History. 

---------------------------------------------------- 

I have to say that I don't believe, I don't belong and I don't practice any of the main current religions. The 
intent to physically attack any religious people in order to nullify what I have said would be in vane. 

_-_-_- 
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yoshesniltok578 

0 Fans

1 second ago ( 4:04 PM)

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Some of my pals have been posting at ddxinet2.wordpress.com... Just for if u want to read some other 
posts...

----------------------------------------------------------

yoshesniltok578 

0 Fans

1 second ago ( 3:57 PM)

GOD is angry with Mexico because it has no paid Attention to His Rejection of the RCC 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
God, or something spiritual and powerful, gave 2 PUBLIC signals to Mexico : 

1- The minister Blake died in a misterious accident, just hours after the RCC blessed the War of the 
President of Mexico. 

2- Trembled in Mexico just 3 days before the Pope´s visit, the strongest in 27 years (12.03.20). 

Obviously, He wants some action by the people of that country. 

And He is angry, as is manifest because the Popo volcan activity is almost at red flag level today 
12.04.17, at the middle between the Pope´s birthday and his anniversary as Pope. 

Jesuits know that the Roman Catholic Church (RCC) is agonizing !... for the simple reason that they 
know that The Story of Jesus is just an invention of their Church. 

Maybe all them, the RCC, is really at panic mode !... 
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... What if somebody find the Jesus Bones ? 

Well , it can happen, and could have happened already ! ... 
See  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/04/13/the-resurrection-tomb-mystery-bones-of-  
jesus_n_1422911.html 

Obviously, if Jesus´ bones still exist, it would be a proof that resurrection AND assention to the Heavens 
never happened, and therefore, that would be a proof that The Story of Jesus is False, which would make 
the New Testament FALSE and so would be the Christianism. 

Certainly, would be interesting, to say the least. Perhaps even a little bit cataclismic, spiritually speaking. 
to those with a functional reason. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HUFFPOST SUPER USER

James Di Pietro 

178 Fans 
Become a fan

23 minutes ago ( 3:37 PM)

Over 14 million bucks ..........

11 minutes ago ( 3:50 PM)

And I'll bet you're really burnt that the French Government ......
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Vicky Lupo McDonald 

.

28 minutes ago ( 3:33 PM)

WOW... that is amazing, what a story!.................

 .

Jason McManus 

42 Fans 
Become a fan

33 minutes ago ( 3:27 PM)

Awesome! So they grave robbed St. Cuthbert................
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maybe published in http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/04/kathleen-turner-perfect-
family_n_1478958.html?ref=religion : 

  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

pdrlpz137 
0 Fans 
3 seconds ago ( 2:05 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

  

------------------------------- 
Hypocrite Believers ! 
------------------------------- 

Some hypocrite claim to believe in God, but they are sure that God is MUTE right now, as if He is DEAD 
, or FAR AWAY. 

I believe that God is not only the GOD of people`s dreams, and consoloation, but that HE is capable of 
intervining in the Human Global Affairs, now, as He did milennia and centuries ago. 

I believe God is able to be intervening in a country of people of color, because I believe that He cares for 
all races. 

Maybe GOD is not the creator of the Universe, and maybe God is not at all well understood, but I think 
that HE is alive... and is TALKING to the Human Kind, RIGHT NOW, by means of Natural Phenomena 
in Mexico. 

I believe that is natural for Him to speak not by humans, but by signals on the Earth., because that is 
indisputable. 

And I believe that He is talking because He wants Peoples to know that He is against false religions, and 
in particular against the Roman Catholic Church. 

Our analysis is at ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

------------------------ message 2 ----------------------------------------------- 

pdrlpz137 

0 Fans
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This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

------------------------------- 
Hypocrite Believers ! 
------------------------------- 
part 2 

We are a team. We dont belong to any religion. We don't believe in any of the popular spiritual or 
national beliefs. 

We are convinced that the RCC is as evil as it was 1700 years ago, and the its predecesors created the 
New Testament, and therefore, the New Testament is not a Message From God. 

We only came to believe in God because of the signals. 

We even don't know what is God, where He is, or almost anything. We ony believe that He is talking 
rigth now, and that He wasn't an fantasy, as we formerly thought. 

One of the strongest signal is that the anniversary of the day the past Pope was beatified, trembled in 3 or 
4 different states in Mexico. 

Read more at ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
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1205071  Protestants : You Have to Think ! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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bible_n_1471442.html?ref=religion#quiz_3124 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

drlpz137 

0 Fans

2 seconds ago ( 2:45 PM)

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Decades ago most of the protestants believed, with full justification, that the Roman Catholic Church was 
a Satan domain. 

Now you protestants are like zombies, that have forgotten everything of your past... because of the slow 
penetration of the RCC in the Media of the world, and because a false sense of convivence. 

But you have to react. You have to think. You have to take into account the new findings about the 
origins of Christianity, because those findings were unavailable to those that originated the Protestant 
Movement. 

And the new findings are appaling. 

The new Testament was written by the predecesors of the Roman Catholic Church... the first christians 
began with a fraud... they invented without inspiration from God, the GOOD GOD, several books, and 
some were chosen and became the New Testament. 

Then, Christianity is False ! 

And Islam and Judaism too.... and every main current religions are false. 

_-_-_- 
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-------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

The Gods, or God, Have Produced At Least 6 Signals Against the Roman Catholic Church, at 
Mexico, in 1st Half of 2012 
-------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- 

(First published at : http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/04/kathleen-turner-perfect-
family_n_1478958.html?ref=religion ; as pdrlpz137 , 08:07 PM on 05/04/2012 )

We admit it's hard to believe that God is not asleep and does not belong only to accounts of ancient 
and bearded people who died thousands of years ... 

It seems that "God" is quite awake .... probably what happens is that He does not interfere often with 
humanity .... but look, ponder and conclude that now He is getting into with the People of Mexico. 

In our opinion (ddxinet3.wordpress.com), "God," which perhaps is just some good force of the Universe, 
have sent a stream of messages to the people of Mexico trying to signal that He is AGAINST the Roman 
catholic Church. 

Judge for yourself. In our opinion, these are the main signs of the wrath of God against the Satanic 
Roman Catholic Church (RCC): 

* May 1: Anniversary of the beatification of Pope John Paul protector of pedophiles II. On this date 
trembled (Richter 4.5 or more) in 3 or 4 widely separated places in Mexico ... 7 times just in 
Chiapas ... and this excited more the Popocatepetl volcano, which hasn´t rested til this date. 

* April 18: One day before the anniversary of the present Pope Benedict XVI : The Popocatepetl volcano 
registered a grade 3 Richter earthquake within its structure. 

* April 16: The very day of actual Pope's birthday: The Popocatepetl volcano alarm level rised  to 
Yellow-3, just before Red-1, which is Evacuation. 
* April 13: 3 days before the birthday of Pope B16 : The volcano Popocatepetl Woke up again after 
sleeping 5 months approx.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/social/pdrlpz137?action=comments
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/04/kathleen-turner-perfect-family_n_1478958.html?ref=religion
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/04/kathleen-turner-perfect-family_n_1478958.html?ref=religion


* March 20: 3 days before the Pope's visit to Mexico: An earthquake as never in 27 years, 7.8 Richter 
grade. Tremendous shock. The waves of consequences have not ceased.

* November 11, 2011: Day after the Roman catholic Church blessed the war on drugs of the Mexico´s 
president Calderon, : The Mexico´s Secretary of the Interior died in an strange accident, against all 
odds. 
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0 Fans 
1 second ago ( 4:24 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

In Mexico the followers of the RCC has plunged to maybe only the 15% of the population. RCC has a 
great power over the press, so almost nobody knows this fact. 

The RCC accorded with the tyrants there to brain wash children at the public schools. They are going to 
"teach faith". They are starting to do this. 

The RCC is the evil. 

Observe that usually when some high priest of the Roman Catholic Church poses to the Press, he turns his 
eyes up. 

The "exorcist" of the Vatican said that Emanuela Orlandi, a disappeared girl, was murdered in the Vatican 
after have been kidnaped to participate in some orgy. 

This is easy to believe given that RCC was friendly with nazism, and support and promotes tyrany around 
the world since its beginings. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/22/emanuela-orlandi-vatican-sex-parties_n_1536531.html 

Some man is the father of somebody only and only if both persons share exactly 23 chromosomes. 

That is the only sense to the afirmation that they are father and son or daughter. 

But God has no any chromosmes. 

Then "God" can not be "the Father" of any human. The concept of demigods was just a popular scam in 
the Old World. Some kings asserted, when they aquired enough power, that they were really Sons of 
some God. This was quite common. 

Christianity is a Scam. 

All religions are scams. 

Thats explains quite easely why the Vatican owns gigantic riches, and why the Roman Catholic Church 
has burned people, has supported tyrants and have acted more like the evil than the good. 

The existance of any God is extremely questionable, so is unjustifiable the enormous power given to any 
priesthood of any religion. 

The Roman Catholic Church is a gigantic scam. 

Even if you "accept the existance of God", It is absurd that Jesus was The Son of God, because God has 
no chromosomes, and there is not other sense in which a "God" could be more Father of Jesus than "He" 
would be of any other human than to have given some of "His" chromosomes to build Jesus. 

But it is remote that you really accept any God, because is almost impossible to have some logically 



acceptable definition of God. 

The current organized religions have never clarify the concept of God, because their scam needs that God 
never get well defined, because at the moment that there exist some clear definition, that particular God 
could be proven to be inexistent by Science. 

When you see that is prevalent that always some people have tried to scam others in all the ages of 
humanity, you should considerer that any religion is just another scam that has given riches and power to 
some priesthood class. 

Einstein sad, just one year before his death: 

"...The word God is for me nothing more than the expression and product of human weaknesses, the Bible 
a collection of honorable, but still primitive legends which are nevertheless pretty childish. No 
interpretation, no matter how subtle, can (for me) change this," 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/10/03/us-einstein-letter-idUSBRE89117820121003 

This article should have been at this section at the HP because of its relevance. 

It is remarkable too that we can say that Science returned to the Western World, and that after a while it is 
battling the Anti-Science, which are the Religiosity., and mainly, the Roman Catholic Church. 

Some people would say that "Christ returned centuries ago and His long battle against the Anti-Christ is, 
hopefully, about to conclude." 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We can say that Science was expulsed from Europe with the fall of the Roman Empire or maybe with the 
fall of the Democracies in Greece, before the rise of the romans. 

Science, in the form of Humanism and Renaissance, returned to Europe after the fall of Constantinople, 
which was betrayed by the Roman Pope, who accepted to help it against their enemies and ended 
plundering it. 

Science was the hiden revenge of the Constantinople Christian Hierarchy against the Roman Catholic 
Church, and was initiated by bizantine catholic scholars. Of course, nothing was too much visible for 
centuries. Now we are in the final stages of the revenge. 

------------------------ 

Charles Kurton 

0 Fans 
0 second ago ( 2:14 PM) 
Right now a battle is happening at the Internet, and we can say that "all the nations of the World has met 
to battle there", some in the name of Science, the others at the side of the Anti-Science, commanded by 
their leader, the Roman Catholic Church. 

Perhaps, after all, 12-12-12 will mark something extraordinary: The begining of a faster fall of that 
seemingly indestructibe and formidable Church. 
--------------------------- 

Charles Kurton 



0 Fans 
0 second ago ( 2:08 PM) 
No matter what the Roman Catholic Church say, they can not refute the powerful argument that Jesus was 
not The Son of God because to be so, Jesus should have 23 chromosomes identical to 23 of God.... but 
obviously, God has no chromosomes ! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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View Comments: Sort: 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 13:19:10 in Religion 
“Jesus was Not The Son of God ! 

I agree with some argument that is circulating. 

Jesus, son of Mary, had 46 chromosomes, 23 was identical to 23 of his mother, and 23 to some 23 of his 
father, but God has no chromosomes, then God was not the Father of Jesus. 

Somebody, perhaps those that has wealth or power helped by Christianity, may say that those 23 
controversial chromosomes of Jesus were a direct miracolous creation of God, but even in that case 



(which I find doubtful) Jesus wouldn`t have been Son of God, but just another creation of God. 

Therefore, in any case, Jesus was not "The Son of God".” 
Share it Permalink 
megwright on Oct 8, 2012 at 16:22:53 
“The Bible is translated incorrectly to refer to Mary as a virgin. In fact, the word used in the original 
means "young woman." There's a perfectly good word for virgin which is used elsewhere in the Bible, but 
the translators deliberately mistranslated "young woman" as "virgin" when applied to Mary to further 
their religious ends. Apparently they didn't want to have to explain who Jesus's father really was.” 
Share it Permalink 
montanadan on Oct 8, 2012 at 13:22:06 
“What leads you to believe God has no chromosomes?” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 13:32:21 in Religion 
“Other objection against Christianity is that if Jesus was not the son of Joseph, as is clear according to the 
New Testament, then Jesus was not a descendant of David and therefore no prophecy of the Old 
Testament was accomplished in his person, therefore Jesus was not the Messia or the Saviour. 

Therefore the main claims of Christianity are false. 

The Jews declared Christianity a Heresy aproximatley in the year 130. Seek in internet. In my oppinion 
this is the real cause behind the persecusion of the Jews in Europe by the Catholics since the year 1000. 

¿ Why do you think not many current jews are christians ? 

Jews have learned, the hard way, to not talk anything. And probably they did a pact with the Pope a few 
decades ago. 

I think the time has come to speak the Truth.” 
Share it Permalink 
sak on Oct 8, 2012 at 13:38:15 
“I go back to the original unanswered question. If Adam and Eve were the first humans and they had two 
sons, who on earth did Cain and Able have sex with to produce the rest of humanity? Think about it.” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 13:35:27 in Religion 
“Other argument against Christianity: 

Would you forgive some debtors as consequence that your son is sacrificed ?” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 13:40:45 in Religion 
“Do you consider just that a new born is guilty of something as consequence of some act of his 
ancestors ? 

Therefore, for me, there not exist any "Original Sin" for which to be forgiven. 

The idea of some "Original Sin" appeared with great economical success in some religion in Greece, 
centuries before Christ. 

The idea was simply copied by some intelligent people and incorporated into Christianity.” 
Share it Permalink 



Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 13:45:10 in Religion 
“The myth of demigods was very palatable by the peoples of the Mediterranean. It was very profitable, 
too. 

It has continued to be valuable for some Christian religions. 

Please read "Story of Civilizations" by W. H. Durant.” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 14:02:17 in Religion 
“The idea of "God as creator of the Universe" did not appear as such in the beginnings of the religions. 

2000 years ago the "Universe" was simple "The World", which was little more then the known land, that 
is, the known "plane land". With the evolution of the idea of what is the world, the priests changed the 
concept of God. Each century, "the concept of The Universe" became larger and more astonishing, driven 
so by Physics and the other Sciences. 

In the end, God ended as a too much incredible and unacceptable concept. 

It is very simple: According to Physics, there was not space and there was not time before the trembling 
and formidable instant of the beginning of the Universe. 

If there was neither space or time, then there was not way that God existed before the Universe. 
Therefore, we can say that modern Science probed the not existance of an entity creator of the Universe. 

This past argument is my recollection of the argument proposed by the great physicist Stephen Hawkings. 
Please, read his original words because mines surely are too clumsy. 

I clearly see that the always smart priests are transforming religions to make them compatible with 
Science. 

It is absurd that a true message of the gods would require any change at all.” 
Share it Permalink 
LittleFish31617 on Oct 8, 2012 at 14:20:39 
“God is beyond time. All that your statement does is support the Biblical view. 

And Hawking himself has stated that one cannot disprove God. 

Your copypasting argument after argument serves well the Prince of the World, and proves nothing.” 
Share it Permalink 
an seanchus mor on Oct 8, 2012 at 14:05:15 
“They'd claim the eyes out of your head if you let them.” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 14:23:31 in Religion 
“To conclude: 

1- Is absurd that Jesus was the Son of God in any relevant sense, because God has no chromosomes. 

2- Is absurd that there exist some Sin for which every human has to be forgiven as soon as he or she just 
begins his life. 



3- Is absurd that Jesus accomplished some prophecies of the Old testament because Jesus was not son of 
Joseph. 

4- Is absurd that God created the Universe because before the Universe there was not time nor space. (S. 
Hawkings). 

5- It Is absurd the existance of a God that would react to the Sacrifice of a human giving pardon to some 
debts. 

6- It Is absurd the existance of Hell and Heaven. 

7- It Is absurd the concepts of soul (spirit). 

8- It is absurd the concepto of any gods, or any "spiritual goal" after death. 

-------------------- 

I accept that there are some "spiritual inner experiences", and that there are some "spiritual phenomena", 
only perceptible for some humans, but it has never been possible any rational path from they to any 
known complex religion. 

I see that the great respected prophets and philosophers agree in some Ethical principles. I think we just 
should follow some Ethics and forget about any complex Theology.” 
Share it Permalink 
Debra Martinez on Oct 8, 2012 at 14:53:04 
“God ceated a heaven and earth.. I totallly disagree with you with many of your comments..” 
Share it Permalink 
bucksy on Oct 8, 2012 at 14:44:26 
“you are saying you don't believe in a dude that had superpowers, was his own father, born of a virgin, 
and placed in the middle east as a human sacrifice so the world is going to be a better place because a rib 
woman ate an apple in a magical garden?” 
Share it Permalink 
fineco on Oct 8, 2012 at 14:41:43 
“Thanks...for concluding.” 
Share it Permalink 
LittleFish31617 on Oct 8, 2012 at 14:37:12 
“What are absurd are your chiIdish assertions that go far beyond disagreeing with the Christian 
perspective, but actually over simplify and intentionally misstate and misunderstand it.” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 14:59:39 in Religion 
“It is interesting the following "interpretation" that we can make to the Book of Revelations : 

1- Substitute "internet" for the word "Armageddon" 

2- Substitute "Science" for the word "Christ". This is not absurd, given that this word is near the words 
"path" and "truth", and we know that the best known way to the "true about the observable Universe" is 
the Science. 

3- Substitute "Roman Catholic Church" for "Anti-Christ", given that this Church has been quite anti-
scientifics, whenever has been able to be so. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
Then we can affirm that 



"All the nations have met in Armageddon and Christ is battling the Anti-Christ, right now. And the battle 
seems intense."” 
Share it Permalink 
nschomer on Oct 8, 2012 at 15:13:26 
“While you're at it, why don't we replace the word "the" with "and", and the word "At" with "From", and 
the word "interpretation" with the word "random assortment of changes".” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 15:04:23 in Religion 
“You are the absurd.” 
Share it Permalink 
LittleFish31617 on Oct 8, 2012 at 15:07:58 
“OK, so, I am going to allow myself a guilty pleasure, and note that no, actually, it is your grammar that 
is absurd. 

(Yes, yes, I know. Grammar and spelling corrections, along with ad homs, are often the last resort of 
those with nothing better to put forth; in this case, though, I just couldn't resist.)” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 15:05:02 in Religion 
“you are wellcomed.” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 15:05:44 in Religion 
“Thank you.” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 15:08:17 in Religion 
“Excellent summary ! 

Good Day, my friend !” 
Share it Permalink 
bucksy on Oct 8, 2012 at 15:15:01 
“to you too. 
The fable goes on but I ran out of time...” 
Share it Permalink 

Most And Least Christian Cities In America (PHOTOS) 
Commented Oct 8, 2012 at 15:25:09 in Religion 
“Some Catholics are hard to convince to the Truth. 

It is almost sure that if God existed, He would not let some priests that act in His name to rape teens and 
children, but rather, i think, He would burn them immediatly. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I think gods don´t exist, but that some kind of spiritual penomena in the living mankind exists. 

The jump from spiritual experiences to some Theology seems too big for me, though. So, maybe we 
should reject all complex theologies. 

Please, Science adherents, be patient !.... there are things that are difficult to explain, we could call those 



things "rebel penomena." 

But nobody should believe nothing that has as only basis the objective experience of some other guy. 

The rebel phenomena of today hopefully will be understood tomorrow.” 
Share it Permalink 
notanaxkiller on Oct 8, 2012 at 15:28:52 
“It is almost sure that if God existed, He would not let some priests that act in His name to rape teens and 
children, but rather, i think, He would burn them immediatly. Free will. How can you be condemned for 
something you haven't done yet?” 
Share it Permalink 
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Peter Kham 
0 Fans 
2 seconds ago ( 6:00 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Maybe is not just a coincidence that yesterday 28 happened: 

a- A 7.7 earthquake in B.C Canada, 
b- We got that "Sandy" was going to be a "frankerstrorm", 
c- 5 eartquakes in Mexico. 

This year 2012 is resulting strange. 
. 

More in ddxinet2 at wordpress.com 

  

  

Peter Kham 

0 Fans

1 second ago ( 5:51 PM)

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

This day, october 28, it is not the date that an Empire converted to Christianity, by rather the day 
Christianity fused with The State to create a very powerfull entity for domination of the peoples. 

Maybe is not a simple coincidence that the day 28 happened: 

1- A 7.7 Quake in Canada, 
2- We knew "Sandy" was going to be a "frankerstrorm", 
3- 5 quakes in Mexico. 

This year 2012 is resulting quite strange. 
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Peter Kham 
0 Fans 
8 minutes ago ( 5:44 PM) 
You can read about some other strange "coincidences" between some recent events of the RCC and 
Natural Phenomena at ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

I think the important thing is not if "God is to blame", but rather if it is there a set of signals related with 
some recent Natural Phenomena. 

Could some mighty powers intended to give a signal ? 

It is something happening right now on Earth ? 

Are these some kind of final times ? 

We have published too at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/10/29/responding-to-hurricane-s_n_2040796.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion 

Even something more probably happened, but in Mexico, in these days. 

May be some kind of trick, but, according to mexican media (Televisa) , a cigar shaped near one mile 
long UFO, entered the Popocatepetl Crater the last Oct 26. 

This event , if it is real, was captured by a web cam stationed near the Volcano. 

I don't know, by sure, what the strange coincidences that I have written about, mean. 

But I think we are in very important times and people should let know the arguments that we, some 
people are finding. 

Please , censorship people at Huffington, let it pass my comments, I am only writing about some 
correlations ! 

Let my comments reach to the people, they are adults that can judge by themselves ! 

  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Peter Kham 
0 Fans 
1 second ago ( 2:53 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Even something more probably happened, but in Mexico, in these days. 

May be some kind of trick, but, according to mexican media (Televisa) , a cigar shaped near one mile 
long UFO, entered the Popocatepetl Crater the last Oct 26. 

This event , if it is real, was captured by a web cam stationed near the Volcano. 

I don't know, by sure, what the strange coincidences that I have written about, mean. 

But I think we are in very important times and people should let know the arguments that we, some 
people are finding. 

Please , censorship people at Huffington, let it pass my comments, I am only writing about some 
correlations ! 

Let my comments reach to the people, they are adults that can judge by themselves ! 

Let´s see the FACTS. 

March 20, 2012 : Two days before the Pope´s visit to Mexico, a quake hit there, the highest since 1985. 

Oct 28, 2012: Important RCC date and the recent Bihop Synod ended. This day a quake hit Canada and 5 
quakes hited Mexico and 2 days later or less, a Hurricane hit the US East Coast. 

The Roman catholic Church defenders should listen to the Natural Phenomena signals instead than be 
trying to speak as if they were the God´s tongue ! 

Less then One day after the end of the RCC Bishop Synod occurs this terrible Hurricane that hit in places 
where no hurricane had hit since decades, or perhaps centuries. 

There are signs that suggest that the famous concept of some conspiracy theories , "the government of the 
government of the USA", is nothing more or less then the Roman Catholic Church. 

The RCC´s head phoned the ISS, the late Pope, JPII, was beatified almost the same day that Bin Lada was 
executed, and the current Pope has been inmune in the USA to any legal actions to respond for the 
coverings of pedophiles priests. 

Besides this, at least 2 "signals" have happened in this year: 

1- A quake, the strongest since 1985, hit Mexico 2 days before the Pope´s visit. 

2- A quake, the strongest since 1949, hit BC Canada the 12.11.28, day that the recent Bishop Synod of the 
RCC finished and the date that Constantine and Christianity merged to form the RCC. 

John Nish 



0 Fans 
1 second ago ( 3:26 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

You can read more at ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

All religions are myths. Maybe some religions have some bit of true, but they are myths. 

It is likely that after the 2012.12.12, or 2012.12.21, most people will have to make some very important 
decisions. 

The best thing, in my opinion, will be to make these decisions based only on Science, History (including 
the recent), our reasoning and recent facts, but leaving every religion, every book supposedly "sacred" 
and all the other myths out of the process. 
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0 Fans 
1 second ago ( 2:22 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Possibly, one of the most important things is that, if God existed, He would manifest directly to most of 
humanity and ... 

1.- Would convince humanity that He is God. 

2.- Would clarify what kind of God He is, because probably is a God that not created the Universe but 
rather appeared in it, possibly by evolution. 

3.- Would get rid of all the pretended intermediaries that mostly have grossed great power and fortunes 
from a lot of fearing people. 
---------------- 

Or maybe not, but at least I would like that God tells DIRECTLY to almost all of humanity why He 
NEEDS abusive and wealthy intermediaries. 

...................................... 

John Nish 
0 Fans 
1 second ago ( 2:11 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Dear Pope, refute this: 

* The RCC has infiltrated the State of USA (most of the judges of the Supreme Court are Catholics, the 
Pope spoke with the Astronauts, the beatification of John Paul II coincided with the suppresion of Osama 
Bin Laden, the Pope has not been called to testify in the cases of abused american children, etc). 

* Jesus never was the son of God because God has no chromosomes. 

* Jesus was never a descendant of David because was not a son of Joseph. 

* There is not any sin with which all humans are born. 

* There is not any convincing proof of God. 

* If God existed, He would be capable of, and would indeed do the acto of manifesting himself directly to 
humanity and telling once and for all, what he wants from us. We sholud always suspect of intermediaries 
in important matters. 

* The Pope is not God and never is possesed by any God and his word is as the word of any human, with 
the only difference of being quite wealthy. 

I would like to see the Pope discussing in a public broadcasted session with the greatest atheists, without 
the Roman Catholic Church buying his loyalty previously, of course. 

The RCC owns lot of Real State, stocks, gold and art, because has been grossing vast fortunes for 17 or 
more centuries. 

Some estimate its wealth at 30 trillion dollars. 



The Pope is an man incapable of refuting any of the main arguments of the anti christians or anti 
catholics, this is why he just complains against them. Besides this, he tries to diminsh their importance 
naming them as "agnostics", which is something very different. 

I guess no one can refute the main arguments of the anti catholicism, that´s why the Roman Catholic 
Church invented the notion of "believe by faith", and beware, it is not a refutation to say that the faith 
concept is in the New Testament, because that collection was selected by the Catholic Church before it 
received this name and all the books of that collection were written by men and weren´t inspired by God. 
Precisely the point is that the believers can not prove that the New Testament is true. 

The Tibetan Buddhism was a theocracy, until being dethroned by the Popular Republic of China. 

They ruled quite tyrannically the Tibet. Even to this day, the tibetan people is quite fanatical. 

The Dalai Lama is the leader of the Tibetan Buddhism. 

It's obvious that the present Dalai Lama is a very smart man, he has no comparison with the Pope, to say 
the least. 

But I have to clarify that Siddhārtha Gautama, the Buddha,or one of the Buddhas, seems to have had 
intended to destroy religion and that is why he teached that God or gods didn´t exist. 

The priests of his time, cleverly, I guess, twisted and obscured his message and ended converting him into 
a god, worshipped by most of the buddist. All this in spite of not using the word "god", of course. 

The priests are clever. 

Thats is why I believe that they know advanced technics to convince and control, in some measure, the 
mind of the people. I believe that the priesthoods developed advanced knowledge about mankind since 
thousand of years ago, almost as soon as the homo sapiens appeared on earth. Their prize are privileges 
and to live very well over the effort of others. 

I think that you are wrong,sorry. 

As usually with the organized religions, the ethic is sound,because appeared in our human species by 
evolution,and so, our ethics is convenient to our survival. 

The other beliefs are not in accord with science. 

1.- The existance of the spirit or soul is by the moment not armonic with Science, because we can´t find a 
kind of particles with which could be constructed. By example,we can´t use neutrinos because they 
intereact too weakly between them and with matter,so they can´t sustain any structure and less a MIND. 

2- The existance of reincarnation demands the existance of the spirit or soul, so,it is not sustainable 
according to present Science. 

3- Independently of the past argument, reincarnation is not scientifically acceptable because it is very well 
founded that all the biochemical or anatomical changes of the brain produce a change in the mind of the 
subject. If the mind were partially supported in an soul enthity that interacts with the brain, this should not 
happen. Therefore the soul or spirit has no place in the current Science. 

4-The dark matter is not at all well know and its existance is not accepted by all physicists. And its 



interaction with the common matter would be too weak to accept it as the substance of the soul, because 
in all mythologies the soul has to interact intensly with ordinary matter in some situations. 
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11 hours ago (12:57 AM)

"The Science for Monks program isn't an attempt to inject science into the monks' religious thought." 

This is teaching Buddhist monks about technology to make life for them and others better. then the 
atheists jump in and think it is about changing their beliefs. it is not. 

Beliefs dont change that easy if at all. look at the Christians they still believe in a blood sacrifice and 
someone had to die so they can get to heaven. this line of thinking existed thousand of years in 
uncivilized societies. 

One religious order believes that their prophet was a great spiritual teacher when in fact he got his 
spiritual teachings from a spirit on the other side. that is called mediumship and mediums are not prophets 
at least none I have every heard of. 

A Spirit of advanced awareness can come through a medium and give out advanced spiritual teachings, it 
is rare that spirits of advanced awareness come thru a medium but has occurred several times in history. 

"But I have to clarify that Siddhārtha Gautama, the Buddha,or one of the Buddhas, seems to have had 
intended to destroy religion and that is why he teached that God or gods didn´t exist." John Nish, could 
you please explain where you got this information from? thanks. 

For most of buddhists, the rational buddhism is unknown. 

I guess that with the "rational buddhism" the masses can not be controlled as easilly as with the irrational 
one. 

I think that the only rational religious people is the people without religion. 

You are right. 

In physics there is not such thing as "pure energy", material things are he ones which have mass-energy 
and momentum. 
What you said about energy is one of the possible conceptions of "soul" or "spirit". Therefore, you haven
´t refuted me. 

I wrote that Science has demonstrated that the mind is a result of physical proceses (chemical phenomena 
are physical phenomena, of course). Therefore particles and their interactions are paramount to the 
support of the mind. You are wrong, in my opinion. 



There is "soul" in buddhism, but "high monks" are clever enough as to not use the word, in a similar way 
that they are clever enough to not use the word "god" for Buddha. We have to see the masses to 
understand the religion, and not believe the "theorists", which usually are no more then defensors of the 
religion. 

The Law of Conservation of Energy doesn´t support Reincarnation ! 

You seem to be trying to propagate some MYTH in the general public. 

If I am wrong, please write the reference to the Scientific Paper as was published in a prestigiuous 
scientific magazine. 

In no prestigious Scientific Magazine of the World has ever been published something in support of 
Reincarnation. Using hipnosis some researchers tryied to push some doubts, but we have demonstrated 
the extreme suceptibility of the human mind, and because of that, all that research has been discredited. 

You can read more at 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/ (this is a divulgation of science magazine)... 

ddxinet2.wordpress.com (this is an opinion site). 

There are not such thing as "western" reasoning or "eastern one", there is only one process of reason... 
even in other planets the laws of Logic, Mathematics and Physics will be the same. 

That´s why we can be so sure that there is only One Science in all the Universe !.... well, I guess I am 
being too emotive, sorry, I am a true "believer" in Science... I am kidding, of course, Science has not 
believers, has only students and researchers (I am a student). 

I agree with you ! 

It seems that there are a world conspiracy to make look very cool the Dalai Lama and the Buddhism ! 

I think that Buddha, like Jesus and Moses, were great, great men. But the priesthoods are too smart. 

More on religion, democracy and rationality on ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/
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ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

The Ebionites was a jewish sect of followers of Jesus that had to hide to avoid persecution by the roman 
Christians and other groups. They didn´t believe that Jesus was son of God. 

But don´t misinterpret me: I don´t believe that God talked to the Jews either. 

I don´t believe in any God, or reincarnation, or spirits. 

I believe, however, that there are some sporadic communication at a distance between humans, that is not 
controllable at all. But I am sure that nobody has to believe this if they have not experienced it directly. 

We should never believe in anything if it is not proven by Science or has happened to us directly. 
------------------------- 
I believe that the fact that the current Science is not capable of explaining everything is not a proof of 
whatever it is possible to imagine and has the words "God" or "spirit" in it. 
----------------------- 

Sometimes some of my comments don't pass the censor. You could find what I have written today by 
going to: 

ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

The first lie of what later became known as the Roman Christianity was made by Paul himself and was 
that he met Jesus resurrected. 

Jesus never resurrected , the proof is that his bones were very probably found some years ago. But it is 
not necessary to have his bones. It is enough to remember the absurd lie that is written in the New 
Testamen, that Jesus resurrected in flesh and that he ascended to the Heaven to sit at the right of God !.... 
All this is completely absurd ... to the eyes of a free modern educated person. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

People that is not an hipocrital and want to know the true about God, should use their reason to look for 
the TRUE. 

They would find that God doesn´t exist, that the spirit doesn´t exist either, and we are made only of 
physical matter. This is the simple reason why God never has showed to the people in these modern times 
of global TV transmisions, and that all the "His direct manifestations" only happened to a few ones. 

Remember: Einstein was a genius and he believed that religions are acceptable only to intellectually 
challenged persons, or to those that find a reward from others to believe in religion. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

It is enough to notice that almost no jew of the contemporaries to Jesus knew nothing about him, to 
understand that the New Testament is mainly false. 

-------------------------- 
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The Roman Christianity is not only False but it is a Scam 

All religions are false, of course, but between the most absurd ones is the Christianity as was invented by 
Paul. 

When the Vatican finds it convenient, it claims that the dioceces are independent, and pretend to not pay 
any money, when the matter is to get the gold, all Roman Catholic Church act like one and only one 
entity, as is exemplified by its strong protection of its pedophiles. 

The RCC owns 30 trillion dollars in gold, stocks and urban properties. 

If you are a catholic and your brain is not too washed, you could read more at: 

http://whatjewsbelieve.org/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ebionites 

As always, in our site, 

ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

we have copied all our intended comments for this day, just in case some of them don´t pass the censor. 

Thanks very much for reading us. Thanks to the HuffingtonPost for its help for the debate of ideas. 

The Origin of the Myth of the Soul or Spirit 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
part 2 of 2 
--------------- 
The organized religions suggested a more elaborated meaning to the word "spirit", in order to keep its 
power over the peoples. But, if you reflect a little bit, you will find that for "spirit" they are only using the 
word to denotate some advanced sentiments and feelings of humanity, existance of which don´t 
demonstrate the existance of any god or reincarnation. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Summary: 

Several forces created and sustain organized religions: 

1.- The intention of the "rulers of the religions" to become wealthy and powerfull by means of hoaxing 
peoples in order to controll them with some kind of "beliefs systems". 

2.- The need, by the kings and soldiers, bankers and other privileged groups, to mantain some type of 
cheap controll over the people. So, for them, the help of the organized religions is precious. 

3.- Some hardwired instintcts in the DNA of humanity that helped us in ancient times. 

4.- Some infrequent , unexplained yet, phenomena. 

The Origin of the Myth of the Soul or Spirit 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
part 1 of 2 
--------------- 
Imagine decades or centuries ago, and you trying to understand the difference between live forms and 



rocks or un-live forms. It´s hard to understand this without the help of Physics, Biology and Chemist. 
Perhaps the 1st thing that comes to our sight is that living organism move, un-live ones are mainly static. 
To explain the possibility of the movement our ancestors invented the concept of soul = "anima" = 
"spirit". 

Other piece of evidence was that frecuently, when somone dies, he or she exhales some air. Our ancestors 
didn´t now the concept of "air" quite well. One scientist proved that the air exist and is quite a havy ocean 
above us (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magdeburg_hemispheres .) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
So, these words, ¨"soul,anima,spirit", are the ones used in a primitive "model of nature" to explain the 
movement of living organisms and the exhalation of the dying.....Yeap, it´s very simple ! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
With the adventment of Science, we no longer need the "soul concept" to explain the movements of 
"animals", we use instead the clear and well defined concepts of force, energy, chemical energy, nervous 
signals, etc. 

But some of us, humans, are a little bit unskilled in the use of reason for thing unrelated to our works or 
daily activities. Therefore, the species forgot the initial and simple meaning of the word "spirit", which 
now is completely obsolete. 

¿Are you Texan Christians, in your subconscious, so sure that as soon as your children grow up you are 
going to find impossible to inculcate your beliefs, that you decided to brainwash the poor kids before they 
can defend themselves? 

¿It is that what happened to all of you? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nobody owns another human being, even if they are young and are your children, and so, nobody should 
brainwash any young people. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
If you take seriously the things related with God, then you should understand that the desitions about if 
God exists and what is His religion, should be taken only when your children became well informed 
adults. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/29/popes-dove-attacked-by-seagull-peace_n_2574054.html?
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5 Fans 
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This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Even Nature is outraged and tries to establish some point about the Roman Catholic Church.... Ok., I 
admit that this is a strong assertion... maybe the seagull is part of a conspiration and just happen to be 
around Rome, far from the sea, and took advantage of the opportunity. Maybe the seagull sympathizes 
with Anonymous...but any way... 

It is a Miracle ! 
----------------------------------- 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
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RCC Has Tried to Exterminate the Jews for Centuries, This is Historic 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
part 2 of 2 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
So,the RCC, as usual, is being hippocrital. 

If you want to know what some guy says about what the jews believe, visit "http://whatjewsbelieve.org/" 
--------------------------------------------- 
We are: dxinet2.wordpress.com 

RCC Has Tried to Exterminate the Jews for Centuries, This is Historic 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
part 1 of 2 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
RCC knew that the existance of the Torah ("Old Testament") was a direct threat to them, because they 
knew that the New Testament was a hoax, not was a message by God, nor even by Jesus the philosopher, 
but by the roman Paul. But the Torah could not be disappeared if even only one jew was alive on the 
world. This is clear, even without studying history, because the New Testament, as is usual with a lie, gets 
in contradiction with the Old Testament, even with the Christian version of it. 

So, some bishops instigated the version that "The Jews Killed Christ". Lot of centuries ago. It is in the 
History. Even Luther hated the jews. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
RCC was not wrong about the menace. The Torah is a menace against Christianity, at least for the Roman 
Christianity, the one invented by Paul. 

¿Could have been real the miracles that Paul said about Jesus and NOT this would have convinced any 
human that witnessed them, in a time without Science ? ... There were only a few followers of Jesus in 
Jerusalem in the first century, and even they were against the Paul´s followers. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Jews know that Jesus is not the son of God ( I am not a jew, I am an atheist that likes History.) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Even Nature, through some seagull, know all this!.. ;) .... 

In my view, studying History, Prehistory, Logic, Physics and Literature, it all began when some smart 
shamans realized that they could charge for theirs sayings about "the spirits". 

Of course, that happended because our species was having a lot of trouble to find a good model of their 
surroundings. 

Those times lasted thousands of years, maybe 300,000. It is natural that we have stupidities hardwired in 
our DNA. 



We see "souls" from now and then, because we are hardwired to see them. The problem is when they get 
into our brain and ally with the rulers of the world, the blood and bones ones, I mean. 
------------------------------------------------ 
I have experienced strange things, similar to tele-empathy, but I am sure that 

1.- Nobody should believe in its existence just because I say it. 
2.- Those happenings seems to be completely uncontrollable, and so, can´t be studied in any lab, 
Scientific or not, by the moment. 

Then, I am sure that those strange things are not the proof of the existance of God(s), and less having 
trillions of possible definitions of God(s), and they are not proof of the existance of souls. 

Not being able to Scientificaly understand something is not justification to accept some stupid 
explanation. It is better to accept our ignorance than to believe in wrong things. 

1.- One principle to discover the truth, is to look for the simplest hypothesis, that is, that theory that has 
the least number of assumptions and the least complex ones. 
2- Humans love power and money. 
3- There are smart people that don´t hesitate to be dishonest and make lies to achieve wealth and power. 
4- All the ones that are the "rulers" in regards to "matters of gods", are wealthy or influential people, all 
around the Earth. 
5- Then, the most simple idea is to assume that all things related to God(s) are hoaxes invented to obtain 
power, inffluence or wealth. 
----------------------------------- 
I believe that the most reasonable and safest position, for those not "blessed" with a huge power of 
abstraction and logic reason, is to wait until God(s) decide to appear in a global TV event ! ... ; ) 

For , What would it happen if God is so madly angry with you because you are so stupid to believe in the 
wrong concept of God ? Wouldn´t is safest to not believe in any God at all ? .... After all, we could 
propose, easily, trillions of different definitions of God.... 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

................................................................................................................................................. 
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Gun Control Hearing Features Gabrielle Giffords, NRA Official Wayne LaPierre 
Commented Jan 30, 2013 at 14:48:34 in Politics 
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“I am repeating because of the importance of the matter: 

If gun control were enough, there wouldn't be massacres in Mexico, simply because there they have 
implemented an almost complete suppressionl of fire arms to most of the people and the measure have 
failed completely. 

Maybe they don´t have frequent massacres in Canada or England because of other causes, not because 
gun control. 

Bad or crazy people will always have ways to aquire fire arms. 

But normal, decent good citizens are easily denied of the access to fire arms in fake democracies like 
Mexico. 

It is worth the risk to become something like Mexico ?” 
Share it Permalink 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

................................................................................................................................................. 
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Gun Control Hearing Features Gabrielle Giffords, NRA Official Wayne LaPierre 
Commented Jan 30, 2013 at 14:41:50 in Politics 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

................................................................................................................................................. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
“You are not fair, in what kind of mind can be infered that I said something about locking your 
grandma ?” 
Share it Permalink 

Gun Control Hearing Features Gabrielle Giffords, NRA Official Wayne LaPierre 
Commented Jan 30, 2013 at 14:40:15 in Politics 
“If gun control were enough, there wouldn't be massacres in Mexico.” 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

................................................................................................................................................. 
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Share it Permalink 
Betty C on Jan 30, 2013 at 15:06:59 
“Well they are buying their guns at gun shows in Texas ans Arizona. So it would help” 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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An Iron-Clad Proof of God 
Commented Jan 30, 2013 at 13:54:21 in Religion 
“To rabbi A Jacobs: 

(continuation) 

5- Even if you succeed in demonstrating that we can reasonably establish some force or initial impetus, or 
some "cause", of some type, in some sense, of the initial "bang" of the Universe, you should still have to 
demonstrate that that cause is a kind of MIND, and that that mind is kind, and is interested in human 
affairs, and is loving or not, and that that "cause" is so naive that, being so powerful still wants "the 
workshipping of we, stupid insignificant, finite humans. 
----------------------------------------- 

We liked your argumentations. We think that if all theist people were so reasonable, we quite probably 
would have just a tiny percentage of theist persons on the world. 
----------------------------------------- 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com” 
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................................................................................................................................................. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
Share it Permalink 

An Iron-Clad Proof of God 
Commented Jan 30, 2013 at 13:45:25 in Religion 
“To rabbi A Jacobs: 

1- You should establish first your definition of God, and after that your proof of the existence of exactly 
that God. 

2- The law that for every event there are causes should be changed for the law that the current events are 
compatibles with previous events, according to some model of the physical phenomena that you are 
modeling. The law of cause-effect is not interpreted in the last century as was interpreted in older times. 



You can see this clearly when you study quantum mnechanics. There we can´t predict with all precition 
the future events. We can only make "statistical predictions" that put some order in most primitive 
measurements. 

3- We could establish that for extraordinary events we can are allowed to get free for some laws in order 
to explain the matter of our interest. And the start of the UNiverse is an extraordinary event. So we are 
allowed to not believe in any law that is not strictly neccesary for this description of the start of the 
Universe. In particular we can doubt about of the law of cause-effect, even in an statistical one, like in 
Quantum Mechanics. 

4- The hipothesis of a Mind that created the Universe in not only completely unnecessary, but is also very 
hard to introduce in any serious current Physical Science model of the beggining of the universe.” 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

................................................................................................................................................. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
Share it Permalink 

Gun Control Hearing Features Gabrielle Giffords, NRA Official Wayne LaPierre 
Commented Jan 30, 2013 at 13:42:38 in Politics 
“Gun Control does not suppress masacres, the evidence is Mexico. 

Gun Control is much less important then 

1) ethical civil education, 
2) physical control of the mentally ill, 
3) real supression of the bullying 
4) efficient and equitative distribution of the wealth 
5) moderation of the economic and political privileged classes 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
What is rather clear, is that Gun Control is very much efficient for the stablishment of fake democracies, 
as seen clearly in Mexico, and in the 3rd World in General 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
The matter is too important as to be taken for a few ones: The Senate. 

Let USA make de decision by something close to a referendum. And let it be stablished that a referendum 
has to be done each 2 years, just to be sure to be able to take out the restrictions, if they USA vote for 
them, if they are not clearly useful for the supression of the masacres, which is the declared purpose. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com” 
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Share it Permalink 
BestICanTell on Jan 30, 2013 at 13:48:16 
“Try looking to the north to Canada or to Europe rather than to Mexico, a country ruined by OUR drug 
culture and OUR guns, or to the "third world".” 



Share it Permalink 
Betty C on Jan 30, 2013 at 13:46:33 
“Gun Control Does stop Masacres The evidence is England Canada and Austrailia” 
Share it Permalink 
cj charlier on Jan 30, 2013 at 13:45:17 
“"physical control of the mentally ill"??? 

That's so humanitarian of you. 

"Give me my gun and lock up grandma."” 
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The terrible RCC is trying to keep its business ! 

Think and calculate. How much wealth the RCC is getting every year, if it is true that its flock contains as 
many as 1,200 million people, maybe 300 million in rich countries ? 

Hints: 

1- The dying have a strong tendency to buy the ticket to go to heaven. 

2- The too much rich people have a quite as strong tendency to calm their guilty by giving large quantities 
of money to the "cashiers of God". 

---------------------------------------------- 
More in ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

The terrible RCC is trying to keep its business ! 

They use several tricks, one of them is to send "hidden messages" to the "current catholic people" as an 
alternative to the rational criticism that anti-Catholicism have exposed. 

The hidden message that they are sending through the title and contents of this article, is that their 
assertions about Jesus atc. are TRUE, and the anti-Catholicism arguments are not product of rationality 
but of an emotional attack against the Catholicism. 

Of course, this hidden message is FALSE. 

The POPE, the Cardinals, Bishops, or writers hired to defend the Catholicism, should try to refute 
directly, logically and with evidences, the anti-Catholicism, anti-Christianity or anti-Religious arguments. 

Note: Some statue "miraculously crying", some indians bleeding because of self inflicted punishments, 
some huge ediffice or bells, a million people chanting, all this is not proof of nothing but of their great 
power over the people and their numerous tricks. 

----------------------------------------- 
More in ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

The organized religions are trying to keep their business ! 

They use several tricks, one of them is to narrate some EMOTIONAL story that involve some "people of 
faith", and try to suggest the idea, not explicitly, that some SPRITUAL thing happened. 

No, nothing spiritual thing happened here, in this story. It did happened some emotional thing, of course. 
Some guy didn´t act as a bully against some gay teen, which was good, in my opinion. But this doesn´t 
demonstrate anything about the important matters: The existance of God and the existance of the soul or 
spirit (whatever the name). 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The existance of emotions is not a proof of the existance of the soul. 

Soul is not emotions ! ... (in spite of the musical style that receive that name.) 

Emotions appeared by evolution and are present in advanced species. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



More at ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

Religious People: Think !. 

How can you believe in stone age notions ? 

The concept of soul emerged to humanity because they were trying to understand the movement , as this 
distinguish the living state from the non living or dead state. 

Now we know that we can explain the movement of living things quite easily: It is the result of the 
physiology of the cells plus nerve signals (well, you can read at howstuffworks.com a much more detailed 
explanation.) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
We don´t longer NEED the "assumption of spirit" to understand anything. 

Don´t live any more in the STONE AGE ... at least in regards to something as important as the TRUTH. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

Despair and fear in the House of Gold had made them their king dethrone. 
The self proclaimed saviours now claim a saviour for they own, 
who can shield them from the ire and justice of the unflocked world. 
The last word is at the hands, as always has been, of the inexistant Gods. 
Weather is changing at the imagined heavens as in the earth. 

---------------------------------------- 
ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/02/12/lightning-strikes-st-peters-basilica-rome-
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Another Sign of the non existant, impossible to define by the High Hierachies, always at the sevice of the 
tyrants, God. 

The previous one was an pristine white seagull. 

Hope this event electroshock the minds, if any, of the Roman Catholic flock, and make them start to 
think. Simply that: think. 

I know by first hand that it is hard, requires practice, and a little bit of bravery. 
----------------------------------------- 
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The 666 is Linked to RCC by 3 Roman Catholic Popes 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Consider first the Pope, Celestine V, who reigned the Church for a few months, resigned in 1294 and 
returned to an austere life as an hermit monk, but unsurprisingly, was later "saintly" persecuted by the 
same Church, who murdered him in 1296-05-19, and later, canonized him in 1313. 

The second Pope is JP2, elected in 1978-10-16. He almost immediatly started his visits to Catholic 
countries by visiting Mexico and Dominicana in January of 1979. His visits was probably the most 
REMARKABLE touchs of his papacy because he visited 129 countries and GATHERED MILLIONS OF 
PEOPLE each time. Now we know that he too covered-up the pedophile avalanche that is making Pope 
Benedict resign, desition that he took after his trip to Mexico. Is clear the significance of the year 1979 
because it links the Pope JP2 and the Pope B16's resignation. By the way, B16 was born an 04-16 and 
was elected an 04-19. 
Substract 1313 to 1979 and you get the infamous number 666. In this way we got an asociation of the 
number 666 to these times and 3 Popes. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
2013.02.19 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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El 666 está vinculada al RCC Vía al Menos tres Papas católicos romanos 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Consideremos en primer lugar el Papa Celestino V, que reinó durante unos meses de la Iglesia, renunció 
en 1294 y regresó a una vida austera como un monje ermitaño, pero como era de esperar, fue más tarde 
"santo" perseguido por la misma Iglesia, que lo asesinó en 1296.05.19, y más tarde, lo canonizó en 1313. 

El segundo es el Papa JP2, elegido el 10.16.1978. Casi inmediatamente comenzó sus visitas a los países 
católicos al visitar México en enero de 1979, en donde recibió una recepción fanáticamente masiva. Sus 
visitas fueron probablemente los toques más notables de su papado Porque Él visitó 129 países y millones 

http://counters.nfshost.com/a/co52.py?index=666RCC


de personas se reunieron en cada ocasión. Ahora sabemos que él también encubrió la avalancha pederasta 
que está haciendo al Papa Benedicto renunciar, quién  tomó esa ddesición después de su viaje a México, 
debido a la falta de entusiasmo de la gente, a pesar de su ignorancia. Es evidente la importancia del año 
1979 ya que vincula al Papa JP2  con  la renuncia del Papa  B16 . Por cierto, B16 nació un 04-16 y fue 
elegido un 04-19. Ademàs el Edicto de Milán fue emitido por Constantino y otro emperador en el año 
313. Se puede decir que ese edicto marca el inicio de  de la Iglesia Católica Romana en todo su poder. 
Restar 1313 a 1979 y se obtiene el número infame 666. De esta manera conseguimos una Asociación 
del número 666 con los acontecimientos que estamos viviendo en estos tiempos y con al menos 3 Papas. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
02/19/2013 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Thanks very much for your article, Louis A. Ruprecht, Jr., we were reading it when we saw the strange 
date 1313, 1000 more than 313, which can be identified with the real birth of the RCC, because of the 
Edict of Milan. 

By other side, 1979 links JP2 with B16, because both visited Mexico, JP2 at that date, and for him was a 
huge success and for B16 his visit to that country was a great failure, which contributed to his resignation. 



1979 - 1313 = 666 
--------------------------- 
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We could prove that 666 is linked to the RCC. 

See our arguments at: 

ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
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We can prove that the Number 666 is linked to the RCC. 

1313 is the year of the canonization of Celestine V, who is the previous Pope that resigned by his will. 

1979 is the year of the visit of JP2 to Mexico, which was instrumental to his glorious visit to 129 
countries in his reign. The visit to Mexico was a disaster to B16, which contributed to his resignation. 

1979 - 1313 = 666 

So, we have proven an link of 666 to the RCC. You can see more details at 

ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
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Copernicus heliocentric theory was one of the first direct hits that Science inflicted to the Roman Catholic 
Church. Maybe this theory started Physics. Maybe the most formidable hit was done by Molecular 
Genetics. The understanding of the molecular basis of the human reproducion destroys the absurd 
invention that Jesus is the Son of God. 

In other matter: We proved that 666 is linked to the RCC. See our site: 

ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
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The number 666 is associated with the Roman Catholic Church 

We have a dem at ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

We have proved that the number 666 is associated with the Roman Catholic Church 

You could see our arguments at ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

Briefly: Pope Celestine V was murdered by RCC in 1296 and canonized in 1313. Milan Edict is of 313. 
In 1979 JP2 visited Mexico, which was important to show the fanatism and multitudes there, which 
impressed the World. On the contrary, the visit of B16 to Mexico was catastrophic: Almost nobody went 
to see him, the Pope-Movil had to go at maximum speed in the road where was supposed to be saluted by 
millions of people. Celestine V is the previous Pope to have resigned by his will. 

If you substract 1313 to 1979 you´ll get 666. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

So, the Universe is finite and mortal, then so should be anything, including the RCC ! 
By the way, we proved that the number 666 is linked to that Church: the Roman Catholic Church 
______________________________________________________________________ 
The 666 is Linked to RCC by 3 Roman Catholic Popes 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Consider first the Pope, Celestine V, who reigned the Church for a few months, resigned in 1294 and 
returned to an austere life as an hermit monk, but unsurprisingly, was later “saintly” persecuted by the 
same Church, who murdered him in 1296-05-19, and later, canonized him in 1313. 

The second Pope is JP2, elected in 1978-10-16. He almost immediatly started his visits to Catholic 
countries by visiting Mexico and Dominicana in January of 1979. His visits was probably the most 
REMARKABLE touchs of his papacy because he visited 129 countries and GATHERED MILLIONS OF 
PEOPLE each time. Now we know that he too covered-up the pedophile avalanche that is making Pope 
Benedict resign, desition that he took after his trip to Mexico. Is clear the significance of the year 1979 



because it links the Pope JP2 and the Pope B16′s resignation. By the way, B16 was born an 04-16 and 
was elected an 04-19. 
Substract 1313 to 1979 and you get the infamous number 666. In this way we got an asociation of the 
number 666 to these times and 3 Popes. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
2013.02.19 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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It is very clear right now, that the RCC is simply a organization that recurs to LIES whenever it thinks it 
will get away with it. 

Then, Why think that the New Testament, that appeared under its reign, is TRUE ? 

The intelligent move, now, it is to suspect that the New Testament is FALSE... simply because it is a 
creation of the RCC, when it didn´t had that name yet, of course. 

Let me show you one statement that is FALSE, on the light of current Science. 



"Jesus is the Son of God" is false, because God doesn´t have chromosomes. If God had created half of the 
chromosomes of Jesus, then Jesus would be a "creation", not a son of God. So, anyway, the said statement 
is FALSE. Then , the "New Testament", as a whole, is false. 

Then Christianity is just the first SCAM of the RCC. A very succesful and lucrative one. 
________________________________________ 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
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Christianity is just an extreemly succesful and lucrativeSCAM of the RCC. 

"Jesus is the Son of God" is false, because God doesn´t have chromosomes. If God had created half of the 
chromosomes of Jesus, then Jesus would be a "creation", not a son of God. So, anyway, the said statement 
is FALSE. Then , the "New Testament", as a whole, is false. 

Of course, if Jesus is not the Son of God, nothing else of what it is written in the New Testament have any 
sense, except for the "ethical part" , which is completely independent of any religious belief. 
________________________________________ 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

Attention , Catholic flock: 

Now that you know that the RCC is a lier, then, you are responsible of its crimes before God if you 
continue to belong to it. 

Remeber that "something is angry": The Chelyabinsk bolid coincident with the extreme aproximation to 
the Earth of the 2012 DA14 seems to be a WARNING. 
----------------------------------------------- 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
------------------------------------------------ 
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It is a perverse irony, that being Roman soldiers those who killed Jesus, was another Roman soldier, Paul, 
who resurrected him, in his mind, and in doing so invented a very profitable religion. 

But it is more then outrageous, that Romans are, also, those who have controlled the powerful empire of 
this gigantic Scam. For a reason they think of themselves as (evil) geniuses, and shepherds of (naive) 
sheeps. 

Open your eyes. More in ddxinet2.wordpress.com 
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• "John NIsh" and all the used names in our sites are pseudonymes, we live in the 3rd world, and 

here  the RCC is too dangerous and powerful. 

• Maybe because our ideas are dangerous for the organized religions, "John Nish" has been 
banned to comment at the huffington Post, since 130313. 

• The following is an original model (or "idea", or "theory") of our group: "ddxinet". You can 

reproduce it, if you don´t have a commercial purpose, and you give credit to us 

"ddxinet2.wordpress.com". 

• Most of our writings are original ideas of our group. 

• Last edited : 130314 

• This article is version 0.10 , finished 2013.03.14. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Hypothesis of the Existence of Telepathic Subconscious Networks of Human Brains with 
Telekinetic Powers 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If people is capable of subconscious telepathic interactions, then people can form a kind of subconscious 
telepathic network, similar to the network of nodes of the internet. With only 5% of humans being 



connected, and each of them being connected to a small number of persons, there could be a network that 
could function at all times. 

In this way, some number of persons with similar beliefs, or that have been exposed to certain common 
cultural myths or  beliefs, can form a concrete, open and always changing subconscious network. 

This model of networks can explain why some people when are interacting "feels" some kind of 
sympathy, that they can´t explain, towards other people who they just have met. In our model this is 
explained by the fact that sometimes a telepathic subconscious interaction happens by which two people 
recognize deep similarilities between them. 

For each kind of "belief system", or religion, or mythology, that has become popular in some geographic 
vicinity, there could arise a specific human subconscious network, of the type that we are proposing. 

In this way, each set of "supernatural beings", invented or that came into being by cultural random 
evolution, would have its own human network. One person could belong, without knowing it, to 
several networks. 

And other persons, which live in the geographic or cultural vecinity, could have thoughts  telepathically 
induced by some of the established  networks. In this way, some networks could  promote, facilitate or 
induce, extraordinary, but natural, personal experiences in sensible people. 

This could explain the rare events at which some person who used to be pacific, suddenly acts as if he 
was "possesed" by some "strange evil thoughts", and start doing some atrocities, like multiple murders of 
innocent people. 

The proposed networks could strengthen themselves by the induction of its most distinctive and 
emotional characteristics through telepathy and teleinduction. 

In this way we could explain, by example, that almost a whole country can easily jump to a war mode 
when the leaders and press start to derive in that direction, or how almost a whole population of a region 
can find acceptable, as happened in the past, human sacrifices, or why, normally good people, could 
accept the elimination of certain "enemies of some religion". 

With our model it is very easy to explain why, for example, in the catholic population, there exists a 
sizable fraction of persons who claim to have had dreams in which an specific goddess, that is, some 
specific Virgin (generally the Virgin of devotion in heir country) appears and tell them some important 
and true personal or familiar message, while, by example,  in the HIndu population what appears is not a 
Catholic godess, but a godess of their region. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

With our model it is easy to explain why "the gods" allow that terrible things happen. Some of the 
explanations could be: 

1- Different networks of beliefs enter in conflict, and they counter balance each other, resulting in zero 
net force over the events in the real world. 

2- The degree of "intelligence of the gods" is limited by the degree of sophistication of the humans 
that form the network of people that believe in them, and therefore, what it could happen is that the 
people don´t understand clearly enough some situation, and in this ways some evil behaviour seems to be 
tolerated by the said god. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

It is important to remark that, "the gods" are, according to our model, limited by the psychological 



limitations of the human network that believe in them. 

In other words: 

•  No God can be almighty, allknowing or omnipresent. 

•  Gods are a reflection of the people that believe in them. 

•  Gods "powers" are very limited. Only in rare circumstances, when millions of people are stressed, 

serious "miracles" (but never violating the laws of Physics) happens. 

• Each person is the equivalent of a neuron for zero or more gods. Each God have several 
"neurons", each functioning subconsciously in the brain of  some person, in a similar way that 
computer scientists have a copy of some program or "code" running in several millions of 
computers in a coordinated way to achieve some "parallel computation". In the case of the 
subconscious networks  of human brains, the communication is by some telepathic way. A 
person gives more "running time" to a god if he/she believes, has fear  or has more interest 
 in that god. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We postulate, additionally, that different persons have different degree in regards to 

• Telepathic facility to subconsciously send or receive emotions, feelings, images or messages to or 

from others, 

• Telepathic facility to induce emotions or induce submission or other feelings in others, 

• Facility to sense which persons are receiving your telepathic induction of thoughts, 

• Facility to influence in the inanimate Physical world by telekinesis. 

We postulate that the forces of induction of thoughts or telekinetic forces over the Physical world, can be 
added or subtracted, in a similar way that behave the forces in Physics. 

With these psotulates we can explain cases as those of 

• Charles Manson, who sensed who person could follow him as a prophet, and he gave them hard 

commands, and he was completely obeyed by his flock. 

• The legend says that Jesus simply ordered his Apostles and they obeyed. 

• Numerous "False Christian Prophets" of the XX century, that were immediatly regarded by 

their followers as "direct speakers of God", and who make their flock accept their own suicides. 

• Moses, Mahoma, Budda, Confucius, etc., had strong influence on their followers and were 

considered something as "speakers of God(s) or speakers of The TRUTH". 



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If some of the connected people have small telekinetic powers, and the telekinet force obey 

supperposition as is the case with the force as understood in Physics, then a population of dozens of 

millions of people could trigger natural but unusual phenomena. 

This model can explain events as the simultaneous occurence of the asteroid 2012 DA14, the 

Chelyabinsk bolide, and the smaller bolides seen in Cuba and San Franciso in a vecinity of 24 

hours. 

This model can explain why some persons have dreams, hallucinations or experiences that are in accord 

with the beliefs of the religious group that is interacting with that person. 

This model can explain the healings and "spiritual experiences" that happens practicing the dominant 

religions and cults, because we can think that a local group of people can induce telepathically, 

subconsciously, those experiences. 

This model has not the objections associated with the belief in a God that has not been seen in too many 

centuries, and has not the objections discovered in regards with all the known religions and cults. 

This model explains why sometimes in History something happens that seem to be an intervention of the 

gods and later, for centuries, the same gods seem to be totally disinterested in humanity, because, we can 

say that the networks of human brains are expected to be capricious and unreliable. 

These set of advantages make of this model a better candidate to explain the unusual recent events then 

the known religions. 

And the convenience of this model is a strong argument in favor of the existance of subconscious 

telepathic and telekinetic properties of some fraction of the humanity. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Our model or hypothesis is supported by 

1- With it, we explain events like the simultaneous occurence of the asteroid 2012 DA14 and the bolide of 

Chelyabins, etc., without having to describe this set of events as "simple coincidences". 

2- With it, we explain the great abundance of healings, premonitions, notices, "visions" that some "Gods" 



give to ordinary people of all religions around the Earth. 

Therefore, our model don´t need an independent proof of the existance of "human mind powers", 

but instead, our model is an argument that strongly support their existance. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We must comment that we can not postulate this model, or any model, as the most convenient for the 

eternity, but only as the best for the moment, given our present knowledge of the Universe. 

In studying Nature, we can only jump from model to model, in a never ending process. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

We do not believe in the soul or spirit, because 

1- We have not known of evidence of its existence, and 

2- Because we don´t believe that a sutil substance that almost don´t have weight, and that almost don´t 

interact with ordinary matter, has the properties needes to sustain a mind in a small volume, AND 

3- Because , knowing the tendency of some people to deceive others to gain power, the most natural 

assumption is to believe that this concept is another invention intended to deceive humanity into 

organized religions. 

Terefore, 

... a)  We do not believe that there is a God made of spirit. 

... b) We do not believe that there is life after death of the physical body, that is, we believe that after 

physical death, the human mind disappears. 

We do not believe that there are "other dimensions". That is, we believe that there not other dimensions 

that are obervable in the ordinary macroscopic world, as is understood in Physics. 

We believe it was not the Gods who created man, nor the men who created the Gods, but that both 

"families", homosapiens and the gods, appeared simultaneously by evolution. In other words, Darwinian 

evolution created the genus Homo and the genes that tend to make a fraction of humanity not to live at 

ease if they do not believe in some story supposedly "sacred" (Fantastic) of a religious nature. 



We do not believe that some gods existed before the existence of intelligent animal species of each planet, 

therefore we Don´t believe that some God, or Gods, created the universe. 

We believe that the gods and other "supernatural beings" are born and die, in the sense that their 

associated human group can stop believing in them with the passage of time. 

We have concluded in recent weeks that the Gods, angels, gnomes, globbins, elephant-human gods, 

saints, demons, spider-man, Batman, etc., are entities with real existence ... but only within the collective 

subconscious of humanity here on Earth, and other planets with some intelligent species is within the 

mind of the kind where there will be their own god-like beings, similar to ours. 

However, since it is possible, based on a few evidence, that there exists telepathy, telekinesis and 

teleempathy, we think that extraordinary phenomena sometimes happen due to the power of a collection 

of minds of some group of people who are outraged or altered in some way. Is in this sense that we 

believe that Gods, and superstitions, can get "ALIVE" and act upon the Physical World, and, more 

frequently, upon a group of humans. Of course, we know that this paragraph is not part of the Scientific 

current knowledge. We are in this point out of the Science, and we don´t like it, but we have to accept it. 

We believe that rare events, as 

1 - The earthquake in Mexico 2012.03.20,just 2 days before the visit of Pope B16 to that country, 

2 - The attack of a seagull against a pigeon released by the Pope B16 in feb 2013, 

3 - The event of simultaneous approximation of the asteroid "2012 DA14" , the meteor of Chelyabinsk, 

10,000 tons and 40,000 miles per hour, which caused no major damage, and whose geodesically 

prolonged path passed trough Rome and the bolides that were seen its vecinity of 24 hours in Cuba and 

San Francisco. 

4 - The earthquake in Rome on 2013.02.16. 

5 - The earthquake in Rome and the 2013.03.03 Castell Gandolfo. 

were caused by some "god" who "lives" in the mind of a portion of humanity. 



In other words, when millions of people are disgusted and outraged, they can trigger these phenomena in 

the real physical world. 

Unfortunately, we know that our opinion will not satisfy most of our highly esteemed ATHEISTS. But let 

us clarify that we conceive ourselves as a kind of atheists. 

CLARIFICATION NOTES: 

1 - We continue to believe that no person should belong to any organized religion, and no one should give 

wealth or do anything that makes any religious organization more powerful. 

2 - We continue to believe that would better for anyone not to believe in anything and be atheist, than to 

believe in things by "faith" and be seduced to a state of mental slavery. 

3 - We continue to believe that the best thing for families, if you are obsessed with doing something of 

"spiritual type" on Sunday, would be to devote some time to study and discuss college textbooks of 

science, history, literature, or perhaps just practice some social coexistence with affine people. 

On the Prophecies: We believe that it is not possible to know the future by using some supernatural 

power, but we believe that, by analyzing the history, we can construct several simple sentences, about 

some undefined time in the future, and with the passage of time some fraction of those sentences will fit 

some events just by casuality. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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The RCC, and every Church, should prove their core statements, as every decent business. 



Otherwise, they are simply some other sellers of "miracle products". 

In any, case, they should be treated as any other business. 

Why, in the XXI century, religions are treated as organizations with too many privileges ? 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
We are ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

The relationship between Jehova, JesusChrist, incarnation, angels, demons, souls, life after death, is that 
all of them are imaginaries, but they are real computational brain processes that are happening inside the 
brain of billions of people. 

And, if there exists telepathy, then it would surge spontaneously a subconscious network of believers, 
AND if we assume telekinesis and other "mind powers", then we can imply that some sporadic "miracles" 
could happen !. 

Maybe that is the explanation of the hallucination of fatima, the hallucination of "ufo abductions", the 
possibility that some monk can immolate himself, the bolid above Chelyabinsk, the seagull of B16, the 
recent earthquakes around Rome, and a lot of other "anecdotical data". 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
I know that it sounds crazy, but I think that is less crazy than the belief in Gods , angels or incarnations. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I think that our model is a kind of middle point between Atheism and Mythology. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
More at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-
humanity/ 

We think that the answer to the "stone age" question of this article, "What Is the Relationship Between 
God, Angelic Beings and Humans?" is simply: 

Whatever relationship you want to believe... because all these entities are imaginaries, they only are 
productos of our human imagination... BUT, if we accept that humanity have rarely and unreliably certain 
surprising mind powers, which Science has not detected in a lab, and that are similar to telepathy, 
teleempathy, telekinesis, then a group of persons that believe firmly in some entities can make those 
entities appear in hallucinations to others. We believe even that a group of millions of persons can 
influence in the happening of earthquakes or other PHYSICAL penomena. 

Of course, we know that we are just proposing a MODEL and we are not proving it to be true. But we 
have meditated and have found that our model is satisfactory because it uses just a few strong hipotesis, 
which are less absurd that the hipotesis of believing in all the Gods and entities that are believed around 
the Earth in all religions and cults. 

We think that ours is a kind of unification theory that fits very well with the anecdotical data that 
humanity have accumulated related with all mythologies. 
---------------------------------------- 
More at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-
humanity/ 
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The interesting thing about the article is that it is written as if the author's theology is the only and only 
right theology about angels....like "here's the facts"...chuckle 
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This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

You are right ! 

Almost all the defenders of some religion write as if God (or The Universe) Himself have revealed to 
them what they are proposing in their writings. The most amazing thing is that the flock tends to believe 
in them. 

In Science, on the contrary, some team propose something, and it is subjected to a fierce critisism, and if 
it "survives", then and only then, it becomes a "temporaly accepted model of Science". 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
More at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-
humanity/ 
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What Is the Relationship Between God, Angelic Beings and Humans? 
Simple, God and angelic beings are creatures that live in the imaginations of impressionable humans. 
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Yes , you are right. But then they are real computational brain processes. And, if there exists telepathy, to 
create a network of connected brains, and there exists telekinesis and other "mind powers", then those 
computational processes could cause effects in the physical world. 

I know that sounds crazy, but I think that is less crazy than the belief in Gods , angels or incarnations. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
More at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-
humanity/ 
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Angels only lay free range eggs 
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If millions of people believe this, AND there exist telekinesis and telepathy, THEN it can become true, 
some times, at least as an hallucination... 
-------------------------------------------- 
More at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-
humanity/ 
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"This is why no angel can stop a person from doing evil." 

Evil is in the eye of the beholder. 

You might say meat is delicious, and I say it is murder. 
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I would rather say that evil or good are in the eye of the consensus of a society. 
-------------------------------------------- 
More at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-
humanity/ 
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In the creation stories, angels aren't very nice. So the idea of them looking after us is not something I 
would not make me feel better. They ware warlike when necessary - they do their bosses meddling in 
human affairs. Not someone I want to be friends with so much. 
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Have you thought what happens when you combine 

1- millions of people that believe in some imaginary entity AND 
2- the existance of telekinesis and telepathy ? 

Maybe those millions of people could cause some hallucinations, or even some healings, or some meteors 
to approach just touching the atmosphere and not causing any damage even that it explodes with an 
energy of 500 kilotons. 
-------------------------------------------- 
More at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-
humanity/ 
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Yes, they are only imaginary. 

Jehovah, and Jesus Christ, reincarnation, karma, all these are imaginary. These entities exists only inside 
the brain of some groups. 

But, have you thought what happens IF millions of people believe in some imaginary entity AND there 



exist the telekinesis and telepathy ? 
-------------------------------------------- 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Hypothesis of the Existence of Telepathic Subconscious Networks of Human Brains with 
Telekinetic Powers 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If people is capable of subconscious telepathic interactions, then people can form a kind of subconscious 
telepathic network, similar to the network of nodes of the internet. With only 5% of humans being 
connected, and each of them being connected to a small number of persons, there could be a network that 
could function at all times. 

In this way, some number of persons with similar beliefs, or that have been exposed to certain common 
cultural myths or  beliefs, can form a concrete, open and always changing subconscious network. 

This model of networks can explain why some people when are interacting "feels" some kind of 
sympathy, that they can´t explain, towards other people who they just have met. In our model this is 
explained by the fact that sometimes a telepathic subconscious interaction happens by which two people 
recognize deep similarilities between them. 

For each kind of "belief system", or religion, or mythology, that has become popular in some geographic 
vicinity, there could arise a specific human subconscious network, of the type that we are proposing. 

In this way, each set of "supernatural beings", invented or that came into being by cultural random 
evolution, would have its own human network. One person could belong, without knowing it, to 
several networks. 

And other persons, which live in the geographic or cultural vecinity, could have thoughts  telepathically 
induced by some of the established  networks. In this way, some networks could  promote, facilitate or 
induce, extraordinary, but natural, personal experiences in sensible people. 

This could explain the rare events at which some person who used to be pacific, suddenly acts as if he 
was "possesed" by some "strange evil thoughts", and start doing some atrocities, like multiple murders of 
innocent people. 

The proposed networks could strengthen themselves by the induction of its most distinctive and 
emotional characteristics through telepathy and teleinduction. 

In this way we could explain, by example, that almost a whole country can easily jump to a war mode 
when the leaders and press start to derive in that direction, or how almost a whole population of a region 
can find acceptable, as happened in the past, human sacrifices, or why, normally good people, could 
accept the elimination of certain "enemies of some religion". 

With our model it is very easy to explain why, for example, in the catholic population, there exists a 
sizable fraction of persons who claim to have had dreams in which an specific goddess, that is, some 
specific Virgin (generally the Virgin of devotion in heir country) appears and tell them some important 



and true personal or familiar message, while, by example,  in the HIndu population what appears is not a 
Catholic godess, but a godess of their region. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

With our model it is easy to explain why "the gods" allow that terrible things happen. Some of the 
explanations could be: 

1- Different networks of beliefs enter in conflict, and they counter balance each other, resulting in zero 
net force over the events in the real world. 

2- The degree of "intelligence of the gods" is limited by the degree of sophistication of the humans 
that form the network of people that believe in them, and therefore, what it could happen is that the 
people don´t understand clearly enough some situation, and in this ways some evil behaviour seems to be 
tolerated by the said god. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

It is important to remark that, "the gods" are, according to our model, limited by the psychological 
limitations of the human network that believe in them. 

In other words: 

•  No God can be almighty, allknowing or omnipresent. 
•  Gods are a reflection of the people that believe in them. 
•  Gods "powers" are very limited. Only in rare circumstances, when millions of people are stressed, 

serious "miracles" (but never violating the laws of Physics) happens. 
• Each person is the equivalent of a neuron for zero or more gods. Each God have several 

"neurons", each functioning subconsciously in the brain of  some person, in a similar way that 
computer scientists have a copy of some program or "code" running in several millions of 
computers in a coordinated way to achieve some "parallel computation". In the case of the 
subconscious networks  of human brains, the communication is by some telepathic way. A 
person gives more "running time" to a god if he/she believes, has fear  or has more interest 
 in that god. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We postulate, additionally, that different persons have different degree in regards to 

• Telepathic facility to subconsciously send or receive emotions, feelings, images or messages to or 
from others, 

• Telepathic facility to induce emotions or induce submission or other feelings in others, 
• Facility to sense which persons are receiving your telepathic induction of thoughts, 
• Facility to influence in the inanimate Physical world by telekinesis. 

We postulate that the forces of induction of thoughts or telekinetic forces over the Physical world, can be 
added or subtracted, in a similar way that behave the forces in Physics. 

With these psotulates we can explain cases as those of 

• Charles Manson, who sensed who person could follow him as a prophet, and he gave them hard 



commands, and he was completely obeyed by his flock. 
• The legend says that Jesus simply ordered his Apostles and they obeyed. 
• Numerous "False Christian Prophets" of the XX century, that were immediatly regarded by 

their followers as "direct speakers of God", and who make their flock accept their own suicides. 
• Moses, Mahoma, Budda, Confucius, etc., had strong influence on their followers and were 

considered something as "speakers of God(s) or speakers of The TRUTH". 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If some of the connected people have small telekinetic powers, and the telekinet force obey 
supperposition as is the case with the force as understood in Physics, then a population of dozens of 
millions of people could trigger natural but unusual phenomena. 

This model can explain events as the simultaneous occurence of the asteroid 2012 DA14, the 
Chelyabinsk bolide, and the smaller bolides seen in Cuba and San Franciso in a vecinity of 24 
hours. 

This model can explain why some persons have dreams, hallucinations or experiences that are in accord 
with the beliefs of the religious group that is interacting with that person. 

This model can explain the healings and "spiritual experiences" that happens practicing the dominant 
religions and cults, because we can think that a local group of people can induce telepathically, 
subconsciously, those experiences. 

This model has not the objections associated with the belief in a God that has not been seen in too many 
centuries, and has not the objections discovered in regards with all the known religions and cults. 

This model explains why sometimes in History something happens that seem to be an intervention of the 
gods and later, for centuries, the same gods seem to be totally disinterested in humanity, because, we can 
say that the networks of human brains are expected to be capricious and unreliable. 

These set of advantages make of this model a better candidate to explain the unusual recent events then 
the known religions. 

And the convenience of this model is a strong argument in favor of the existance of subconscious 
telepathic and telekinetic properties of some fraction of the humanity. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Our model or hypothesis is supported by 
1- With it, we explain events like the simultaneous occurence of the asteroid 2012 DA14 and the bolide of 
Chelyabins, etc., without having to describe this set of events as "simple coincidences". 
2- With it, we explain the great abundance of healings, premonitions, notices, "visions" that some "Gods" 
give to ordinary people of all religions around the Earth. 

Therefore, our model don´t need an independent proof of the existance of "human mind powers", 
but instead, our model is an argument that strongly support their existance. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We must comment that we can not postulate this model, or any model, as the most convenient for the 
eternity, but only as the best for the moment, given our present knowledge of the Universe. 

In studying Nature, we can only jump from model to model, in a never ending process. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



We do not believe in the soul or spirit, because 
1- We have not known of evidence of its existence, and 
2- Because we don´t believe that a sutil substance that almost don´t have weight, and that almost don´t 
interact with ordinary matter, has the properties needes to sustain a mind in a small volume, AND 
3- Because , knowing the tendency of some people to deceive others to gain power, the most natural 
assumption is to believe that this concept is another invention intended to deceive humanity into 
organized religions. 

Terefore, 

... a)  We do not believe that there is a God made of spirit. 

... b) We do not believe that there is life after death of the physical body, that is, we believe that after 
physical death, the human mind disappears. 

We do not believe that there are "other dimensions". That is, we believe that there not other dimensions 
that are obervable in the ordinary macroscopic world, as is understood in Physics. 

We believe it was not the Gods who created man, nor the men who created the Gods, but that both 
"families", homosapiens and the gods, appeared simultaneously by evolution. In other words, Darwinian 
evolution created the genus Homo and the genes that tend to make a fraction of humanity not to live at 
ease if they do not believe in some story supposedly "sacred" (Fantastic) of a religious nature. 

We do not believe that some gods existed before the existence of intelligent animal species of each planet, 
therefore we Don´t believe that some God, or Gods, created the universe. 

We believe that the gods and other "supernatural beings" are born and die, in the sense that their 
associated human group can stop believing in them with the passage of time. 

We have concluded in recent weeks that the Gods, angels, gnomes, globbins, elephant-human gods, 
saints, demons, spider-man, Batman, etc., are entities with real existence ... but only within the collective 
subconscious of humanity here on Earth, and other planets with some intelligent species is within the 
mind of the kind where there will be their own god-like beings, similar to ours. 

However, since it is possible, based on a few evidence, that there exists telepathy, telekinesis and 
teleempathy, we think that extraordinary phenomena sometimes happen due to the power of a collection 
of minds of some group of people who are outraged or altered in some way. Is in this sense that we 
believe that Gods, and superstitions, can get "ALIVE" and act upon the Physical World, and, more 
frequently, upon a group of humans. Of course, we know that this paragraph is not part of the Scientific 
current knowledge. We are in this point out of the Science, and we don´t like it, but we have to accept it. 

We believe that rare events, as 

1 - The earthquake in Mexico 2012.03.20,just 2 days before the visit of Pope B16 to that country, 

2 - The attack of a seagull against a pigeon released by the Pope B16 in feb 2013, 

3 - The event of simultaneous approximation of the asteroid "2012 DA14" , the meteor of Chelyabinsk, 
10,000 tons and 40,000 miles per hour, which caused no major damage, and whose geodesically 
prolonged path passed trough Rome and the bolides that were seen its vecinity of 24 hours in Cuba and 
San Francisco. 

4 - The earthquake in Rome on 2013.02.16. 

5 - The earthquake in Rome and the 2013.03.03 Castell Gandolfo. 



were caused by some "god" who "lives" in the mind of a portion of humanity. 

In other words, when millions of people are disgusted and outraged, they can trigger these phenomena in 
the real physical world. 

Unfortunately, we know that our opinion will not satisfy most of our highly esteemed ATHEISTS. But let 
us clarify that we conceive ourselves as a kind of atheists. 

CLARIFICATION NOTES: 

1 - We continue to believe that no person should belong to any organized religion, and no one should give 
wealth or do anything that makes any religious organization more powerful. 

2 - We continue to believe that would better for anyone not to believe in anything and be atheist, than to 
believe in things by "faith" and be seduced to a state of mental slavery. 

3 - We continue to believe that the best thing for families, if you are obsessed with doing something of 
"spiritual type" on Sunday, would be to devote some time to study and discuss college textbooks of 
science, history, literature, or perhaps just practice some social coexistence with affine people. 

On the Prophecies: We believe that it is not possible to know the future by using some supernatural 
power, but we believe that, by analyzing the history, we can construct several simple sentences, about 
some undefined time in the future, and with the passage of time some fraction of those sentences will fit 
some events just by casuality. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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We tryed to publish at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/celeste-owenjones/mother-theresa-critics_b_2824776.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion 

John Nish 
14 Fans 
1 second ago ( 1:13 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Some of we, atheists, are interested in the case of Mother Teresa because it shows the power of 
propaganda, or, in other word, induced dellusions by some powerful religions, as is the case of the RCC. 

See the paragraph: 

" The result is not just a collective bubble of delusion: it is a bubble intentionally perpetuated by powerful 
corporations and billionaires -- an example of institutionalized delusion." 

in the article http://www.huffingtonpost.com/david-loy/collective-bubbles-of-delusion_b_2810499.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
We are http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-
humanity/ 

===========================================================================
= 

We tryed to publish at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/david-loy/collective-bubbles-of-delusion_b_2810499.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion 

John Nish 
14 Fans 
1 second ago ( 1:09 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 



The author of the article says, with great eloquence and wisdom: 

" The result is not just a collective bubble of delusion: it is a bubble intentionally perpetuated by powerful 
corporations and billionaires -- an example of institutionalized delusion." 

Yes, indeed, and this paragraph can describe too what the Rulers of the Organized Religions have done to 
humanity since we were born as an intelligent species. 

Well, I know, ours is just a barely intelligent species. Most of the time we behave as wise as apes, at least 
in regards to Religion. 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-humanity/ 

Are you accepting comments ? 

===========================================================================
= 

We tryed to publish at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/guideposts/everyone-has-an-inspiring-story_b_2790365.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion 

John Nish 
14 Fans 
1 second ago (12:23 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

I have reason to believe that the censor at this newspaper is not allowing my comments. Sometimes they 
appear several hours after I post them, If I am lucky. 

Please censor, allow them, I think I am obeying the guidelines. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
We have more at: http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-
mind-of-humanity/ 

We think that it is possible for an imaginary God to cause healings, IF there are a lot of people believing 
in that God. We believe that ordinary people tend have MANY "spiritual experiences" that are related to 
the SUBCONSCIOUS MIND POWER of a numerous group of people believing in something, and 
connected in some way. 

We think that this explains why some portion of humanity believes in organized religion even knowing 
that it is frequent that the rulers of religions are quite bad people and seems to be going only for the 
wealth. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
We have more at: http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-
mind-of-humanity/ 

This article said: 

"So we posted requests on Facebook and my website, sent out tons of tweets. The response was 
overwhelming. People sent stories by the tens of thousands. I read them in a tiny one-room cabin in the 
woods. The quiet and isolation made it the perfect place." 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
We are not like the other Atheists, we believe that this ORDINARY people with faith are not liers and 
that they sometimes receive a healing from some kind of God. 

But we believe that each God only exists inside the mind of people, but it is because people have "MIND 
POWERS", then those imaginary gods can sometimes cause effects in the REAL WORLD. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
We have more at: http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-
mind-of-humanity/ 

========================================================================= 
 We tryed to publish at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/06/sex-abuse-catholic-church-pope_n_2823356.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion 

John Nish 
14 Fans 
1 second ago (11:57 AM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

God doest exist and exist. God doesn´t exist because the substance "spirit" doesn´t exist. But gods exist in 
the imagination of portion of humanity as computational brain processes. 

Those gods are, therefore, imperfect and volatile, they appear now, and they can wait centuries to appear 
again, because we humans are too volatile and stupids. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Read more at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130306-1-on-the-possibility-of-telepathic-subconscious-
networks-of-human-brains-with-telekinetic-powers/ 

JesusChrist and Jehova only exists into the imagination of a portion of humanity. But as that portion is 
linked in a "spiritual network", then at this moment those gods are coming back, in some sense, and with 
anger ! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Read more at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130306-1-on-the-possibility-of-telepathic-subconscious-
networks-of-human-brains-with-telekinetic-powers/ 

How can still there be people that believe in organized religions, in spite of their scandalous behaviour, 
evidenced by example, with this matter that the story of mother Teresa was full of LIES ? 

Maybe because as much of 1% of ordinary people have premonitions, healings or other strange 
experiences that make them move to strongly look for a religion or Gods in which to believe. 

But Gods are IMAGINARY, they exist only in the imagination of hundreds of people. But , if they are 
connected in a kind of subconscious telepathic network, similar to the internet, then some times strange 
things happens, like the mentioned premonitions and healings, or even bolides that fall into the Earth, at 
moments of "spiritual" stress for some portion of humanity. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Read more at http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130306-1-on-the-possibility-of-telepathic-subconscious-
networks-of-human-brains-with-telekinetic-powers/ 
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/08/papal-primaries-in-church-history-to-close-tonight-conclave-
announcement-expected_n_2836603.html?utm_hp_ref=religion 

John Nish 
14 Fans 
1 second ago ( 2:33 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Horrible events are happening around the World. 

But I believe that all religions and all the gods and all spiritual beliefs are false. 

Could be the case that certain Gods are angry, in spite of The Gods being just Human Inventions ? ... Yes, 
I believe this to be true, and the reason could be the existance of telepathic induction. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
More at: http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-in-the-mind-of-
humanity/ 

  

-------------- intending to publish at: 

  



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/08/papal-conclave-new-pope-vatican_n_2806379.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion 

  

John Nish 
14 Fans 
1 second ago ( 2:18 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

We believe that, in spite being the Gods only human inventions, they can become real as networks of 
brain computational processes. 

Are you interested in reading of the team whose comments are not always published in the Huff, without 
never using improper words ? 

Read our speculations at: http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-
in-the-mind-of-humanity/ 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

John Nish 
14 Fans 
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This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Maybe we have some interesting thing to say at: 

Read our speculations at: http://ddxinet2.wordpress.com/130304-1-we-believe-that-the-gods-only-exist-
in-the-mind-of-humanity/ 
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We are trying to publish at: 
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We are trying to publish at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/12/black-smoke-appeared-at-sistine-chapel-chimney-live-
stream_n_2861974.html?utm_hp_ref=religion 

John Nish 
15 Fans 
0 second ago ( 3:58 PM) 
They didn't rejected even those in the list of the 12 tinted Cardinals. Why they don't just choose someone 
in that list ?.... This would make faster their demise, and they would not suffer for too long ... 

Now that RATzinger is gone, they need another RATxxx, I bet they are not going to solve their problems 
even if they manage to elect someone quite soon. 

Most of our innocent commentaries are not published here... if u want to see them all, u could go to: 
ddxinet2.wordpress.com 

(We are not selling anything, nor we are making money in any way, the free sites at wordpress.com are 
not for commercial purposes.) 

John Nish 
15 Fans 
0 second ago ( 3:41 PM) 
Theater, theater, and not God at all ! 

John Nish 
15 Fans 
1 second ago ( 3:38 PM) 
They have mountains of wealth to protect. 

If their flock leave them, How could they prevent that the great powers of the Earth would take away their 
riches ? 

Are the princes of the Church hiding their wealth, just for if in case ? 

"... when it comes to God, we're at the end of one era and the start of another, an entire mode of 
understanding and talking about God dying as something new is being birthed..." 

Yes, indeed. 

Our team, "ddxinet", is proposing a theory about gods, that probaly is NEW. 



We propose that the Gods are imaginary (this is old), but when hundreds of millions of people believe in 
the same mythology, then, eventually, these people can make the happening of "low probalility" events in 
the Physical World, like the bolide of Chelyabinsk (this point probably is NEW). 

(The link to our site is in some former comments). 

============================================================ 

We are trying to publish at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/rev-wil-gafney-phd/what-the-history-channel-is-getting-wrong-about-the-
bible_b_2854874.html?utm_hp_ref=religion 

John Nish 
15 Fans 
1 second ago ( 3:28 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

I speculate that Christianity is in despair because of the arguments that we, atheist, are publicising, and, 
given that they can not refute us convincingly. then they resort to BRAIN WASH the public with what 
they know how to do since 5,000 years ago (before Christianity existed): 

--- Theatrical and impactant works that trigger the fanatism in the audience. - 

John Nish 
15 Fans 
0 second ago ( 3:03 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

I think that, for simple HONESTY, the History Channel SHOULD inform the Public WHO ARE THEIR 
MAIN STOCKHOLDERS. 

It would be of no surprise for me that the main stockholders were, almost directly, the RCC. 

The author, Rev. Gafney, is telling that the History Channel is getting almost everything wrong. 

But over all, the cause is that the Bible is a book imagined and created by humans for humans, of course. 

The Gods only exist in the imagination of people, but we believe that, due that people has a little 
telepathic power, and telekinesis, from now and then, then a group of millions of people can induce 
feelings, dreams, or imaginary experiences on some sensible humans. 

We believe even that dozens of millions of people believing in certain mythology can cause real physical 
events. But only from now and then. And probably those events could not be very consistent with their 
beliefs. In this way, we believe that nowdays we are witnessing that SOME of the prophecies in the Book 
of Revelations are taking place in the REAL PHYSICAL world. 

You can look for a link to our theory by seeing some of our former commentaries here in HP. 

_-_-_- 
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I was going to comment at: 
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.................................................................. 

I used the translator from a famous company and a mistake was made. 

My last comment should have started as: 

....... I think the "Apocalypse" against the wickedness of the RCC took a leap........ 

Sorry. 

.................................................................. 

1 second ago ( 7:35 PM) 

.................................................................. 

  

I think the "Revelation" related to the wickedness of the RCC took a leap from this day. Before rejecting 

my opinion please read my arguments. 

-------------------- 

2nd Part 

-------------------- 

13 days left for the birthday of Parallel Pope Benedict. 

And the number 13 is strongly linked to the Catholic Church. e.g. 

* 2013.03.13 Francis Pope is elected. 

* Year 1313 : Pope Celestine .. is canonized, after being murdered after resigning the Popacy. 

* Year 313 : Edict of Milan by Constantine: It's a kind of declaration of merger of the Roman Empire 

with the Church that eventually would be called "Catholic". 



JAL-Part-5 

--------------- 

I am only intending to address your article because I feel that a lot of people is interested in this moment 

in Theological considerations. 

I have not the minimal intention to insult or cause any hurting at all. 

May be I am not good to write politically correct commentaries. It is quite hard to my to just reach a 

minimal level of clarity, and this is why I concentrate in just the presentation of the idea in the most clear 

way that I can reach. 

------------------------------------- 

Summarizing, my opinion is: 

* The recourse to some Hidden Truth is only a desperate strategy to save some "Sacred Books". 

* This recourse have been utilized by several religions, since the antiquity. 

* The alternative is the full rejection to any Revealed Truth, as is done in Science. 

................................................................................................................... 

( 4:04 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

JAL-Part-4 

--------------- 

I guess that jewish philosophers don't rely only in the sacred jewish scriptures, but that they have some 

EVIDENCES. 

Well, I can say that if you resort in part to evidences of the Natural world, then you should only resort to 

those kind of evidences, because you are admiting the need of Science. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I don´t think that the spirit or soul exists, except in the sense of some natural internal process of the brain. 

But based in some strange and numerous coincidences, I believe in the existance of telepathy, telekinesis 



and other strange properties of humans or, I believe, developed beings of all planets. I "believe" in the 

sense of that I speculate that they exist. They are not demonstrated, but before the physicists of the 18 

century, very little was known about what we call "Electromagnetism", but the phenomena described by it 

is quite real, we know NOW. 

I think that those mind powers have not been demostrated because nobody has done experiments using 

large number of people. Let´s say, millions of people. Now days it is possible, thanks to the Internet. 

--------------------------------------------- 

What is it your opinion about the article 

"The Gods only exist in the Mind of Humanity" ? 

I am not allowed to write the link, but if if you google the phrase, you woul find it. 

................................................................................................................................................. 

( 3:45 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

JAL-Part-3 

--------------- 

* Well, we include Mathematics as a Science worth of study, and deeply needed to understand the Truth. 

Some of us believe that if God existed, He would be Mathematician. And a little bit Gambler. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

It is absurd to accept the possibility that God inmersed by some means a hidden message in some sacred 

book. 

The most simple hypotesis is that the sacerdotal class and the people that had that book as sacred tryied to 

save that book, and that they invented such thing as "some hidden message". 

Searching for the most simple hypotesis has proven to be very valuable to Science. 

It is very dangerous to accept the recurse of the hidden message: We could end being confronted to accept 

some belic and crazy book, as that written by a famous german dictator, or we could be challenged to 



accept any book written by some auto-proclaimed "prophet of God." 

If we accepted the recourse of the hidden truth, how could we chose between the current different 

religions ? 

For all of these arguments, and more, we must look for the Truth only by the way of Science. 

................................................................................................................................................. 

( 3:30 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

JAL-Part-2 

--------------- 

Given almost any large book, or collection of books, that is not too simple, you can have an infinite 

number of different interpretations of it (as large as natural numbers there are). Then, to give your 

anticipated trust to some of the possible interretations is absurd. It is possible to take an infinite number of 

years to reach the Right Interpretation. Or, alternatively, an infinite number of "mystics" or "prophets". 

Given the arguments against the acceptation of some book as "containing some hidden truth", some 

thinkers developed a radically new startegy, which is now known as "Science", and was known as "The 

Natural Phylosophy". 

In Science 

* We reject any "Revealed Truth". This include the Jewish or Christian Bible, any book written by 

Catholic "saints", the Quran, etc. 

* We claim that the Truth of the Universe, or any part of it, can only be achieved by the collective 

reasoning, experimentation and presentation of evidences. --- Of course, this process is painful and slow, 

it includes polemics, and if we are lucky, will last forever, and the Truth of the Future will not be the 

Present Truth. And it is dangerous, too. Some scientist have been burned, some jailed, and others will 

be.--- 

* We think that if we have time and interest to seek the truth, it should be used studying the Hidden 



messages of the Natural World. In other words: We think that the ONLY "sacred book" is Nature itself. 

* Well, we include Math... 

................................................................................................................................................. 

( 3:03 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

JAL-Part-1 

--------------- 

What you describe is a reaction, or strategy, "to save" the ancient Jewish scriptures. in face of strong 

arguments or evidences against them. 

Occurred more or less 2000 years ago. An identical strategy was undertaken by Hinduism, Catholicism, 

Christianity, Islam, etc., at different times, and can be taken to defend any book, however absurd it may 

be under an "literal interpretation of his words." 

And not only can you take this strategy to "save" a religion by saving their "sacred scriptures", but it can 

be taken to save almost any ideology, demonstrated as false by experience and argumentation. 

................................................................................................................................................. 

_-_-_- 

___---___--- 

- ... 

--__--

ddxinet2 at 2013-12-18

--__--
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JohananALandseer0314@yahoo.com 

============================================================ 

============================================================ 

( 4:04 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

We think that we have made strong arguments in our site in favor to the existence of several subconscious 

networks of telepathic and telekinetic human brains, but it would be very valuable to make millions of 

persons produce certain effect in the real world, in order to demonstrate more strongly this networks. 

I don´t know that somebody has tried to coordinate the telepathic efforts of millions of persons. This 

would be the first time ever. I don´t know of telepathic experimentation with hundreds of "active 

subjects", either. 

Perhaps we could try to do something in regards to the danger that are the missiles of North Korea... or 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/deepak-chopra/why-does-god-allow-evil_1_b_3132370.html?utm_hp_ref=religion
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/deepak-chopra/why-does-god-allow-evil_1_b_3132370.html?utm_hp_ref=religion


perhaps we should, in the first massive experiment, try something easier, like to make rain in some city. 

Any proposal ? 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

If you want to read more, please look for our site by googling: "the Gods Only Exist in the Mind of 

Humanity".... 

============================================================ 

============================================================ 

  

( 3:45 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

God doesn´t exist in the REAL WORLD. The spirit, or souls, or "pure energy" doesn´t exist, either. But 

God exist as an thought in our minds. And we humans have certain mind powers, which have not been 

demostrated by current Science, but we think that we have them. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The virtual imagined gods that exist in the subconcious minds of humans have a lot of knowledge, in 

certain sense, because a given network has as much knowledge as all the people that belong to it. 

And a network of 100 million humans probably have as much telekinetic power as 100 humans 

(subconsciously) acting together. 

In this way we could propose an explanation to all the avalanche of strange and unfortunate happenings 

that we are witnessing since the begginings of 2013 and even before : Our explanation is that we, millions 

of persons, are involuntarily causing or promoting all these by telekinetic or by induced thoughts, because 

some of we are stressed and expecting some kind of "biblical apocalypse". 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

Look for our site by googling: "the Gods Only Exist in the Mind of Humanity".... 

============================================================ 

============================================================ 



 ( 3:28 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

"Why Does God Allow Evil?" 

......Because God doesn't exist, except in our minds. 

But we humans have a little bit of telekinetic and telepathic powers, and then we can form a network of 

minds, and in this way several "Gods" can exist, as "apps" can exist in the network of computers, and in 

this way "gods exist as human mental distributed processes", and we conclude that these gods are 

imperfect, mortal, unreliable, but they exist as virtual things. 

Look for our site by googling: "the Gods Only Exist in the Mind of Humanity".... 

_-_-_- 

___---___--- 

- ... 

--__--

ddxinet2 at 2013-12-18
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I communicate to the readers of this blog: 

I am working on the theme "Proof that God doesn´t exist"... I want a simple, short argument. 

But perhaps I am rather going to prove that the most reasonable position about the existence of God is 
that He doesn´t exist. 

=============================================================== 

Trying to comment at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/05/pope-francis-act-decisive_n_3218983.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion 

Pope Francis On Sexual Abuse By Priests: Catholic Church Must 'Act Decisively' (VIDEO) 
Reuters | By Philip Pullella 
Posted: 05/05/2013 10:31 am EDT | Updated: 05/05/2013 2:33 pm EDT 

.................................................................................... 

JohananALandseer 
3 Fans 
1 second ago ( 3:19 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

The Pope Francis, claiming this, is as if you shout to your own arm to start acting, and blame it for doing 
something abhorrent. 

He is the Emperor of the Roman Catholic Church, don´t be decieved ! 

This is a clear example of intent of deception: All word and not any action at all, because the actions 
could send bishops to the jail, and the words could only send deceived ones back to the church. 

Mythologically speaking the master of deception is Satan. 

And mythologically speaking those decieved by Satan will go to Hell. 

But be happy !... Hell and heaven are mythological, that is, they don´t exist. Fortunately, I guess, all these 
are myths: God, hell, heaven, spirits, souls, sins... though they are very profitable myths, that is WHY 
they were invented. 

-- google: ´ Gods only "in the Mind of Humanity" ´ --- 

============================================================== 

_-_-_- 
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If an infinite in everything God existed, He would be infinitely far from humans, or any natural or 

paranatural being, and therefore, He would be practically Nonexistent 

. 

. 

By ddxinet, updated:    2013-06-05 17:42 UTC 

. 

We will present you with a series of theorems and its demonstrations. 

. 

First, we will present the most important thesis, which happens to be the one that uses the most familiar 

and known of logical procedures, and after that we will present some more sophisticated but, fortunately, 



less important thesis and his demonstrations. 

. 

Let us begin with the most easy to understand theorem. 

. 

Theorem 1357.1 

. 

 If The Supreme God Exists Then No Entity Inferior to Him Can Know, With Certainity, About 

Any of His Will and Characteristics. 

. 

The Brief Demonstration 

No intelligent being X that is not the Maximum God can KNOW anything about such God because 

always CAN exist more intelligent and powerful beings than X,  between X and the Maximum God in 

power and intelligence, that CAN deceive X about the Maximum God. 

--- We have thus demonstrated the theorem. 

. 

Didactic form of this demonstration 

• No intelligent being X that is not the Maximum God 
• can KNOW anything about such God 
• because always CAN exist more intelligent and powerful beings than X 
• between X and the Maximum God in power and intelligence 
• that CAN deceive X about the mentioned God. 

The Long Demonstration 

We can not KNOW anything about any given God, because if that God exists, then could exist species 

between us and Him, more intelligent and powerful than us, and so some member of that species CAN 



say  that he is that given God and deceive us. 

The existence of this possibility INVALIDATES the possibility that any given species of the Universe 

can KNOW anything about God. 

Analogously, no given human or member of any intelligent species can KNOW anything about pure 

energies, spiritual transformations or enlightenments. 

--- We have thus demonstrated the thesis. 

. 

The Extremely Long Demonstration 

Humanity, or any intelligent species in the Universe, is finite and limited in its intelligence. 

Let us assume that the God creator of the Universe exists. 

Neccesarily that God should be very much more intelligent then any species in the Universe. 

Then, given any intelligent species in the universe, there exist the possibility that exist some other more 

intelligent species, of natural beings or sobrenatural ones. 

Then, given any individual or group of individuals that enter in contact in some way with some entity that 

says that it is God CAN BE deceived by some superior in intelligence and power entity that it is not God. 

Therefore that individual or group of individual have no way to know if its true that any autodeclared God 

is relly God or not. 

Then no any given intelligent species in the Universe have a way to know if they know something about 

God, or they are being deceived. 

--- We have thus demonstrated the thesis. 

. 



 Remarks 

• To know some assertion implies not having any ("serious") uncertainity about it. 
• We have in this ways proved that nobody, except God, can KNOW anything about Him. 
• The important is Not the Proof that God Doesn't Exist, but that No Entity Can Know Any of His 

Will and Characteristics. 

. 

. 

We can advance an obvious generalization of the past thesis: 

. 

Theorem 1357.2 

. 

If the maximum God exists, then no entity could have any CERTAIN knowledge about the 
Universe, except the most elementary about himself. 

. 

Demonstration 

It is essentially the same demonstration that the past thesis. 

The hipothesis assure as that, given any groupf of entities X, then it can exist a superior group of entities 
S, inferior than the Maximum God but superior to X, that can deceive  X about any experiment related to 
the real world that X  perform in such a way as to make X infere false laws of the Universe. 

--- We have thus demonstrated the thesis. 

. 

Remarks 

• Corollary 1357.4    ... In order to evade that we can not achieve and verify a set of rational 
concept and image of the Universe, we must conclude that the Maximum God does not  exist. 

 Exercise 

• If a powerful light with voice as thunder appears to you and it says that is a god, the only god, and 
that it created the Universe, Would you believe "him" ?... Assume that you are at the top of a 
mountain in the middle of a desert. 



What have we done ? ... We have demonstrated, by reduction to the absurd, in a way that, we have to 

admit, is easier to understand to the rational persons, that the Gods do not exist . 

Of course, in this context, the existence of God means that He exists not only as a thought  or 

"computanional process" of some machines or organic minds, but exists independent of the existance of 

any organic or material species in the Universe, and with some mind and some body of some substance, 

independently "floating" somewhere in the Universe or in some Super-Universe that in some way 

 includes our Observable or Inferable Universe. If some God would cease to exist if some "material" 

species cease to exist, then that God is not a Real God. We should call it a "Virtual God". 

The essence of the idea is that the concept of a "God creator of the Universe", or with some  other 

"super characteristics", as those especulated by some people around 700 years BCE,  are of such 

exaggeration and magnitude, that we got to serious absurdities, clear at least  to the persons that 

believe in the possibility of a rational knowledge and understanding of the Universe, who are part of those 

who "believe in  Science". 

Of course, some intelligent people around 2700 years ago discovered  that the Gods proposed till those 

times were absurd, and would come to be discovered to be absurd even to the ordinary ignorant persons 

with the centuries, and so they invented some concepts that we could describe as "Super (Stone Age) 

Gods",  in order to continue having the "religious force" to help them control the rest of humanity. 

Remember: Religion lowers the cost per person  to control the masses. 

By "Stone Age God" we mean God who is a kind of clan chief with super powers. 

. 

Now, let us study a harder to understand, but happily, less important thesis. 

. 

Theorem 1357.3 

. 



The Gods do not Exist in the Real World. 

. 

Demonstration 

Rationally, the only things that we can accept as valid are: 

• The evidences of the real physical world,  

• The propositions or statements, which we will call "rational propositions", that we define as those 

statements demonstrated using only  some evidences  and  some previous "rational propositions", 

 and  

• The "Principles and Models Guide", which are unprovable as true elements, but have been useful 

to discover new evidence or new "rational propositions", in a way similar to the "princple of te 

conservation of energy-momentum" of Physics. 

Of course, the only statements that we can accept as TRUE, when we chose the rational view of the 
Universe, are such rationally valid statements. 

As any hypothesis of the existence of any God, of the Gods proposed until this times, 

• is neither an evidence, 
• nor it is demonstrable from evidences, 
• nor have been proved to be useful guides to get rational knowledge, 

then, rationally speaking, we have to reject the validity of all those hypothesis. This, in other words, 
means that no God, of those proposed until this day, exist. 

--- We have thus demonstrated the theorem. 

. 
Remarks 

• It is obvious that the only rational building of kowledge is Science. 
• One of the explanations for the existence of the current popular concepts of God is trivial to find, 

and it is that all of these concepts of God have appeared as a result of conspiracies of the class of 
people capable of lying and using everything to get power and privileges over the rest of 
humanity. 

• In fact it is very easy to admit that similar lies existed before our hominid ancestors evolved into 
the current homo sapiens sapiens, because in this way we can explain the current genetic tendency 
of some fraction of humanity to be the flock of some religion. 

• The truth often goes unnoticed because of its simplicity. 
• The kind of logical rules used to demostrate this thesis are not very common, but are very well 



known, implicitly,  by the students of Science. 

. 

. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The counters on our pages in wordpress.com are not working properly, so... 

Please click here each day you visit or read this page ! ... to help us count the real number of visits... 

  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Copyright 2013 ddxinet. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten or redistributed. 
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Published on: Jun 5, 2013 @ 18:47 UTC 

------------------------------------------------------- 

trying to publish at 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/05/pope-francis-world-environment-day_n_3390299.html?

utm_hp_ref=religion 

Comments 33 Pending Comments 1 View FAQ 

JohananALandseer 

3 Fans 

1 second ago ( 2:33 PM) 

A human could never verify if some God is telling the TRUTH. 

For more, google this: 

maximum brief clear "proof that god doesn't exist" 

If a God exists, and exists "powerful spiritual beings", like Satan or Angels, it could have happen that the 

Bible was inspired or dictated by Satan... its ridiculous, but, if you believe ridiculous things, you should 

considerer this possibility. 

I think that the only rational posture, in front of the Magic or the Existence of Gods, it is to conclude that 

God doesn´t exist, and Magic doesn´t exist. 

Did Moses verified what he was told by the light and thunder that spoke to him? 

For more, please google: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/05/pope-francis-world-environment-day_n_3390299.html?utm_hp_ref=religion
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/05/pope-francis-world-environment-day_n_3390299.html?utm_hp_ref=religion


maximum clear theorem "proof that God doesn't exist" 

The proof that some God told the TRUTH it is not that He is very brilliant, or very large, or very loud, or 

very nothing. 

Note: We don´t believe that any god exists, except in the mind of humanity, and as concepts that are 

changing every century. 

For more, google this: 

rational brief clear "proof that god doesn't exist" 

------------------------------------------------------- 

_-_-_- 
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Clarification: 

In order to understand our posts, we have to clarify that, time ago we were, in our group, 100% 
atheists, but then , in 2011/11/11 we opened to the possibility of the existence of some Gods, and we 
gave a probability of 30% to this option. Later, at the beginnings of 2013, we become again fully 
atheists, but with the conviction in telepathy and telekinesis caused by millions of human brains acting 
together. Of course, we know that these two characteristis are not scientifically accepted by the 
moment. When we temporarily believed in the possibility of Gods, we assumed that they never were able 
to violate any laws of the Universe. We never believed in a God creator of the Universe. 

We believe that none of the fundamental laws of Physics of the Universe can be violated by any entity. 

We believe that Science have always the ultimate word in everything. 

But be very careful: Do not confuse Science with some declaration of a few scientists, as anyone can be 
purchased or obliged by the great powers. 

_-_-_- 
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This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Francis: 

I challenge you to define, clearly and understandably for the uneducated people, the full set of core 
propositions of the RCC, in no more then 1,000,000,000 words !.... I am just kidding:.. In no more then 
2000 words... all of them, that is, the full set. Just the definitions, not the demonstrations. 

If you can not demonstrate that the masses are needed in order to not go to Hell, then the RCC should 
stop charging for them. 

If you can not demonstrate that Jesus was the Son of God and all the other extreme propositions of 
Christianity, you should admit the RCC is in a crisis. 

0 second ago ( 2:31 PM) 

Francis: 

I challenge you to have some open, free, press conference with spontaneous arbitrary questions from the 
press people... like any other chief of state. 

Francis: 

I believe that you are trying to distract the general Public away from the real problems of the Roman 
Catholic Church: 

* His atrocities 
* His pedophiles 
* His huge wealth 
* ... and that God doesn´t exist ! 

Jews, Christians and Muslims: 

How could you be sure that Yahweh didn't lie? 
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jsdrt0616
0 Fans
1 hour ago ( 3:01 PM)

For more, read articles that come by googling:

brief clear proof that god doesn't exist

................................................................................................................................................

jsdrt0616

0 Fans
1 hour ago ( 3:00 PM)

Think.

Use the light of reason and experiments to abate the Myths.

Accept only the Science, as our imperfect, but best TRUTH.

................................................................................................................................................

jsdrt0616



0 Fans
1 hour ago ( 2:57 PM)

Think.

Only if we ordinary people think by ourselves, we could become free from all the chains.

Don´t fall in the tricks of "The Owners of Some Spiritual Reveled Truth"

................................................................................................................................................
1 hour ago ( 2:55 PM)

Think. Observe that the "Owners of God" don't believe in their stuff.

................................................................................................................................................

1 hour ago ( 2:53 PM)

Have you realized why all governments eventually become happy with Religion?

Religion is over all, a chain for ordinary people.

................................................................................................................................................

1 hour ago ( 2:51 PM)

Religions are enemies of humanity that accomplished, but they don´t do it any more, some beneficial role 
in our past.

Let us evolve, let dismantle all myths.

................................................................................................................................................

1 hour ago ( 2:48 PM)

Religions are direct or indirect enemies of social justice and personal evolution.

................................................................................................................................................

1 hour ago ( 2:47 PM)

Some of us, atheists, know that if people believe in some religion, then people become not enough 
interested in the iniquities on Earth.

Therefore, in order to humanity to politically improve, we need the dismantling of all the religious myths.

That´s why some atheist are very interested in destroying the myths.

We want more FREEDOM, more equity, more democracy, better living for ordinary persons.



................................................................................................................................................

1 hour ago ( 2:41 PM)

If the Gods existed, then they could deceive us into finding any false truth that they wanted and so, the 
Universe wouldn´t seem so obedient to mathematical Universal Laws as Science has found, therefore the 
existance of God contradicts the existance of Science, and Science exists, THEREFORE the Gods don´t 
exist !

Live with it !

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

2 hours ago ( 2:37 PM)

How could we believe in the Bible, or Quran, or whatever "holly book", if any God, if they existed, could 
deceive any PROPHET ?

................................................................................................................................................

2 hours ago ( 2:34 PM)

If gods existed, then any one of them would be so powerful as to be able to deceive any human. Some god 
could say that he is another one, or could say that he created the Universe, and be a LIE.

Therefore we humankind would be WRONG to believe in any "revealed truth", or to believe in any "holly 
book" or "belief system". Then we should not believe in the Bible, th Quram, the messages of Buddha, or 
in anything "supernaturally revealed".

In other words, if "magic" or "the supernatural" existed, then humankind would easily deceivable by any 
supernatural entity or phenomena, and therefore no religion would be trustable.

If the supernatural don´t exist, then no religion would be TRUE.

Then, in any case, no RELIGION is TRUSTABLE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

02:55 PM on 06/28/2013

Unfortunately, almost everybody on earth has genes that make us feel the need to believe in God(s)or 
"spiritual myths".

Evolve, oppose your "God or Spiritual" genes !

Evolve, Read,Think, google this:

brief clear proof that god doesn't exist

................



02:51 PM on 06/28/2013

It was mankind that created the God and the Gods, not the other way. Of course, it was a literary creation. 
But quite useful... for the upper 1 %.

................................................................................................................................................

02:48 PM on 06/28/2013

The Deceivers that are Based on the MYTH of God are Desperate!
-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------

Faith is what mascots have towards humans.

Don´t be a mascot of people that behave as if they owned GOD.

................................................................................................................................................

02:47 PM on 06/28/2013

The Deceivers that are Based on the MYTH of God are Desperate!
-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------

Prove to yourself that you are not a CHILD !

Google, study and conclude, you alone, as a grown up :

brief clear proof that god doesn't exist

................................................................................................................................................

02:44 PM on 06/28/2013

The Deceivers that are Based on the MYTH of God are Desperate!
-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------

Are you human or pre-human ? Do you have reason?

If you do have reason, then you must be able to read and conclude by yourself if God doesn´t or do exist , 
INDEPENDENTLY of what some famous people have concluded !

You have brain,use it !

Google, read and conclude, you alone :

brief clear proof that god doesn't exist

................................................................................................................................................

The Deceivers that are Based on the MYTH of God are Desperate!
-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------



Any God can mislead any human, even the smartest.

So although some God says that he is the creator of the universe, we could not verify whether he told the 
truth ... nor even Moses, nor Batman, nor YOU.

Then, nobody KNOWS anything about ANY God, because we can not verify nothing.

................................................................................................................................................

02:08 PM on 06/28/2013

The Deceivers that are Based on the MYTH of God are Desperate!
-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------

Shortly ago appeared an article demonstrates conclusively that God does not exist, which is why those 
who benefit from the myth of God are desperate and turning to their best tricks.

They can not contradict the aforementioned article, so:

* Invented miraculous healings
* They throwed on their belly
* They claim to be poor while holding enormous riches
* Supposedly scold the rich
* They say that some scientists believed in God, taking their beliefs out of context and ignoring that 
people often change their beliefs during his lifetime or sometimes say something forced by the 
circumstances.

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

_-_-_- 

___---___--- 
- ... 
--__--
ddxinet2 at 2013-12-18
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ddxinet 
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We believe, although that is not scientifically proven, that there exist powers as telekinesis and telepathy, 
in humanity, and probably, in some other mammals. In an article we have listed some of the evidence 
supporting this hypothesis. But let us go slowly. 

Ever wonder why so many deceptive religions of mankind and many groups of tyrants seem to be so 
successful for so long? We believe it is because they use, between their tricks and actions, telekinetic 
power, while ordinary people, the victims, do not believe that there is this power, don´t believe in the 
existence of organized deceivers and tyrants, and also for millennia they have been deceived into 
believing myths and things that distract them from thinking about their status. 

Then, if ordinary people who have been victims of impostors for millennia, react and now try to use his 
telekinetic power by simply consciously detest, several times a week, deceiver organizations (which 
include religions), then probably they could contribute to improve our global human condition. 

In other words: The evil seems to triumph over good in the history of humanity simply because bad 
people are aware that they are fooling the most, while the most have not known that are being deceived, 
and therefore they are not apperceived of their state. When ordinary people "wake up", we believe that the 
exercise of telekinetic forces would help humanity. We think that we, ordinary people, are very much 
more numerous than the elites. 

Of course, humanity can only get rid of their "shackles" through scientific knowledge, intelligent 
reflection, through concrete political and ideological actions , and through active propagation of 
reasonable ideas. 

The current state of humanity and the Earth is deplorable. We need to try everything we can. We 
need to teach and we need to develop plans to oppose deception. We need to stop trusting the elites, 
because chances are that they already have plans, and we, the ordinaries, are not included in them. 
We need to reject organized impostors and tyrants. 

_-_-_- 

___---___--- 
- ... 
--__--
ddxinet2 at 2013-12-18
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Trying to comment at: 

  

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/07/17/pope-indulgences-twitter_n_3610775.html?

utm_hp_ref=religion 

Pope Francis Offers Indulgences To Twitter, Social Media Followers Of World Youth Day 

Posted: 07/17/2013 3:56 pm EDT 

  

jsdrt0616 

————————————————————— 

1 second ago ( 3:58 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won’t be displayed until it is approved. 

If they existed, any God would be fully capable to deceive any human in everything. 

Would be fool to believe in any “revealed message”. 

The Universe would be chaotic, because the Gods would cause too much interference by frequently 

violating The Laws of the Universe ! 

The only reasonable possibility is that The Gods can not exist. 

——————————- 



For more, google: 

brief clear proof that god doesn’t 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1 second ago ( 3:45 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won’t be displayed until it is approved. 

If there existed the gods, every one of them would be enormously superior to any human, so, every god 

would be able to deceive any human in anything. 

Then, humanity would be wrong to believe a god that said that He created the Universe, or the Earth, or 

something. 

The no God would be trustable. 

Then, no “sacred book” or “sacred message” would be trustable. 

Therefore, no religion would have sense. 

——————————————————————————————————– 

Note: Obviously, every God could deceive any Buddha into perceiving “enlightening “… and whatever 

that God wanted that Buddha to preceive. 

——————————————————————————————————– 

Similarily, if the Gods existed, then they could make any intelligent species obtain whatever experimental 

scientific results that some God wanted, making that species reach a deceived image of the Universe, and 

very probale, this capacities of the Gods would make impossible to have a “true” induction of the Laws of 

the Universe, therefore averything would be chaotic and we could not have had Science. 

As the Universe is ordered enough, then the Gods don´t exist. 

——————————————————————————————————– 

Read more by looking for the first site that begins with “ddxinet” by googling: 

brief clear proof that god doesn’t 



------------------------------------------------- 

1 second ago ( 3:23 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won’t be displayed until it is approved. 

It seems that the RCC believes that it owns God ! ….. … ¡Blasphemy, would be, if the gods existed!… 

Fortunately for them, the GODs don´t exist … we believe that we have demonstrated this, if you want to 

read our argumentation, you can look for the site that begins with “ddxinet” in the list after googling: 

brief clear proof that god doesn’t 

....................................................................... 

  

0 second ago ( 3:16 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won’t be displayed until it is approved. 

It seems that the time is near that the Roman Catholic Church is going to sell indulgences at the 

supermarkets, or by TV !…. ; ) 

  

_-_-_- 

___---___--- 

- ... 

--__--

ddxinet2 at 2013-12-18
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jsdrt0616@yahoo.com 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/08/mystery-angel-priest-car-crash-_n_3725992.html?

utm_hp_ref=religion 

............................... 

 ( 6:33 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

It would be stupid to believe in any spiritual being, given that all of them could deceive any human ! 

The Devil, if it existed, would be very willing to mantain the humanity in ignorance of the TRUTH. 

The Devil would not be so stupid as to appear "ugly", rather he would appear as "an angel"... otherwise he 

could not deceive ! 

Think. 

google this: 



god only "in the mind of humanity" 

.............................. 

jsdrt0616 

1 second ago ( 6:18 PM) 

Leave the STONE AGE. 

Organized Religion is trying to retake its former power over the peoples of the World. 

Look around you: 

* The President Obama visited the Pope, while the Pope never has visited any president or King of the 

World in recent times. 

* There is an explotion of series of TV that stimulates supperstition. 

* The Roman Catholic Church is about to be TV-broadcasting to all the Americas from the Vatican. 

* The RCC lied about the amount of fidels at the Pope´s last mass at Rio de Janeiro. 

* In all the countries of the Americas, the RCC is pushing its propaganda. 

* The level of public education in all the Americas has plummeted. 

More about us by googling: 

brief clear proof 

................................... 

( 6:05 PM) 



The concept of spiritual reality is one that belongs to the STONE AGE. 

Organized Religion has been very clever in sploit the weakness of some persons to its exploitation. 

More about us by googling: 

brief clear proof 

................ 

( 6:02 PM) 

The Gods dosen´t exist, except in the mind of humanity. 

Let´s think. If gods existed, they would be very powerful, very much more than any human. They could 

violate any laws of the Universe. They could make appear a false reality about the Universe to human 

scientists. They could easily appear that the Universe obey no rational laws. Then, we would have never 

achieved the present state of knowledge that we claim is Science. 

Then, as Science exists and is very succesful, we must conclude that there are not Gods in the universe... 

except in the imagination of the intelligent species... and only before these species are sufficiently 

developed. 

Our Science is only like 400 years old. In some time in the near future, our Science is going to 

demonstrate that all the unexplained phenomena are natural, that is, there are not "supernatural 

phenomena" but only laws of the universe that never are violated. 

................... 

( 5:46 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

The Gods dosn´t exist, except in the mind of humanity. 

Let´s think. If gods existed, they would be very powerful, very much more than any human. They could 

create every illusion that they wanted, into the mind of any human. 

Therefore, every god would be able to deceive any prophet or any common or priviliged human, no 



matter the moral or intellectual level of that person. 

They could appear as "angels of light" only for the purpose to deceive people into certain LIE ! 

Therefore, no human being could trust in any god, even if they existed. 

But be in peace, we are alone, there are no Gods. 

........... 

( 5:38 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Religion is falling, it is being deserted by the rational people. 

They, the Organized Religion, will push, happily, every news that stimulates superstition. 

As lot of other commentarists said: 

Where were the "angels of the Lord" when catholic priests were sodomizing young children ? 

Where were the Angels when Hitler was murdering millions of people ? 

Where were the Angels when the Roman Catholicism were killing intelectuals that dare to think 

different ? 

.............. 

( 5:32 PM) 

Don't fall as easy prey to ORGANIZED RELIGION. 

The Diocese of Jefferson City don't want to get into the TRUTH... : 

´´........ in this matter, Director of Communications Dan Joyce said. "Out of respect for the privacy of any 

priest who may have been involved and does not wish to come forward, the Diocese does not plan to 

further investigate this incident. ..."....´´ 



quoted from: 

http://www.connecttristates.com/news/story.aspx?id=931681#.UgVc99Jp7WQ 

_-_-_- 

___---___--- 

- ... 
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Some times, checking our sites, we have seen some commecial ads in our pages, so, we must clarify that 
we are not profiting from these. 

Maybe Wordpress is making some profit, and we think that this would be very fair if that is the case. 

We apreciate that WordPress is hosting our site. 

_-_-_- 

___---___--- 
- ... 
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jsdrt0616@yahoo.com 

trying to comment at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/12/father-patrick-dowling-angel-priest-_n_3746077.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion 

"Father Patrick Dowling Is Mystery Angel Priest From Missouri Car Crash" 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

jsdrt0616 
5 Fans 
2 seconds ago 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

( 4:41 PM) 
This affair illustrates that IT IS VERY EASY THAT A MYTH BEGINS by simple accident. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This should be taken very seriously by people with tendency to have very much FAITH in complex 
statements. 

To feel is not equivalent to to know. 

No feelings are path to knowledge. 

If we want knowledge, we need a good method. The only good method is: 

* Observe the Nature, and check if the explanations that we have are good enough. 
* Think and propose explanations and models. 
* Let others rationally criticize your proposals. 
* Repeat at infinitum. 



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Maybe it is sad, but we must be intelligent to find new truths, or even to understand old ones. 

Maybe it is sad, but the only statements open to everybody are those plagued with falsehood and priests. 

( 4:28 PM) 
As the MYTH of an angel was about to happen, similarly happened 2000 years ago the MYTH of Jesus 
resurrected. 

And it is very easy that one myth attracts other ones. 

After a while we got Christianity. 

And we got gold inflated bishops for 1700 years, and other important abuses. 

As this affair demonstrated, it is very easy thay a MYTH pops out. 

We guess that was very easy to commit another mistake 2000 years ago. 

We guess that some people with faith were mistakenly driven to conclude that Jesus resurrected. 

We know now that his bones rest in peace in some secret place under the responsability of the Israel 
Government. 

( 4:11 PM) 
The only path to the truth, even the truth related to spiritual matters, is Science. 

The spirit or soul is only a result of matter interacting with matter. 

Note: The physical fields are "matter" in the sense that they carry energy and momentum, and distorts the 
space-time like particle-matter. 

The "path of Science" (the scientific method) was not easy to find for humanity... wasn´t even found by 
the great greek philosopher Aristotles. Probably was found just five centuries ago. It is wise to give it 
time to help us with our spiritual matters. 

Science of a given time doesn`t have all the answers, but always have the only sensible answers humanity 
may have at that time. 

Humanity only has Humanity to rely on. Well, maybe we could receive help from some "ufo galaxy 
adventurers" from time to time... ; ) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Reach us by googling: 

brief clear proof 

( 3:55 PM) 
Having faith in matters of religion only leads people to end up lost in the FALSE. 

If some guys with good intention took Jesus down from the Cross without doing so in public, for burial, 
then could have arisen a MYTH of resurrection. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



We are the site that begins with ddxinet, and u could find us by googling: 

god only "in the mind of humanity" 

This affair was an inch to become a MYTH for millions of people, and in my opinion, something 
SIMILAR was the Jesus affair 2000 years ago... 

We speculate that some people took the body of Jesus out of the cross before the usual time, and other 
people got confused and assumed that Jesus resucitated. 

Within days a cult was born, on naive people with FAITH, like you people that believed that the priest 
was an angel of the good supreme god. 

Within years a primitive branch of religion was formed, and later, Paulus, and other clever Romans, saw 
the opportunity to make a FRAUD. 

And they were succesful. And we have Christianity. 

And everything started with some wrong conclusion made by people inflated with too much FAITH. 

Faith is only good for children and people guided by a good guy, but is quite bad to reach complex truths. 

( 3:31 PM) 
It is very ignoble to not admit some mistake. 

The X-guy was not an (good) angel, was some priest that took too long to show up. 

You, religious people that believed that the mysterious priest was really an (good) angel should admit 
your error. 

And all the readers should admit that this affair demonstrates that the best way to conclude some FALSE 
statement is to trust by FAITH. 

The only way to reach TRUTH is Science. 

The understanding of a little bit of Science by the common persons is what is causing a lot of trouble to 
the persistance of the belief in Stone Age concepts, like those that are the basis for all main current 
religions. 

( 3:21 PM) 
Here the important is that those who believed that the priest was an angel were WRONG.... and they don
´t admit it ! 

_-_-_- 

___---___--- 
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Our comments at: 

  

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/victor-stenger/showing-god-does-not-exis_b_3757729.html?
utm_hp_ref=religion-science 

  

----------------------------------------- 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
2 seconds ago 

.............. 

( 4:15 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Who was the first person that teached you about "God" ? .... 

I am almost sure that you don´t believe in God, but rather you believe in some persons that directly or 
indirectly, told you something about the word "God". 

Then you falsely believe that you believe in God, but you don´t... you do believe in some books or in 
some organization of people. 

To believe in God you have to have the clear definition of that class of "God"... and later, you have to 
have the proof that that defined entity really exists. 

By example, you have to define if that God has a volume or not, if it has mind, piety, arms, substance, 
face, beard, breasts, or not... and so on, you have to have a clear definition of God. 

You have to stablish, before believing in that entity, a lot of stuff, by example, you have to stablish in the 
definition if that God existed before the Universe or not. 

But, if the God existed before the Universe, then you are in big truble, because before the Universe there 
were not space nor time. Time started, according to Science, exaclty when the Universe Started. So, there 
were no way for God to exist before our Universe began. 



In other words: according to some concepts of God, you have to reject Science in order to believe in him. 
Your call. 

More by googling: 

brief clear proof 

.............. 

( 3:59 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

It is very much more important to know that we can not trust in any God than to know if one or several 
Gods exist in the real World. 

Imagine that you physically meet some entity that says that He is God, or a God. Imagine that He tells 
you something. How could you know if He is not deceiving you ?.... After all, all gods, if they existed, 
would be infinitely more inteligent than you, and infinitely more powerfull than you, and He could 
deceive you infinitely easily. 

Therefore we could not trust any god, even if they existed. 

Then we can not trust in any human claiming to know something about any god. 

Therefore we can not trust in any book written by any god or human. 

Then we can not trust any religion...even if the Gods existed. 

But be happy, the Gods don´t exist, except that in the imagination and the mind of people. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
More by looking for "ddxinet" after googling: 

god only "in the mind of humanity" 

  

  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Commenting at: 

  

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/23/pope-calls-strangers_n_3804560.html?utm_hp_ref=religion 

  

--------------------- 

  

( 4:35 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 



The existence of organized religions is only demonstrating that some fraction of humanity are not 
sufficiently evolved. 

Some fraction of humanity believe in concepts that were "hot" in the paleolithic. 

Even if all the common people abandon the Roman Catholic Church, this Church could live forever, 
because it is immensely rich and has in its pockets a lot of presidents, kings , justices, and politicians all 
around the world, and besides this, this Church has the knowledge to deceive people. 

It would be sufficient for this Church to be allowed to "teach" children to convert all the western world to 
Catholicism again. 

.............. 
1 second ago ( 4:27 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

The only things that the Pope has done are Theatrical acts. 

He has not sent to jail any bishop for protecting pedophiles, he has not defined God, he has not proven the 
existence of Jesus, he has not proven that Jesus was God, or that Jesus resurrected. 

He has not clarified anything important about the Catholic beliefs. 

He has only done Theater. 

The Pope has not done anything at the level of his power as Chief of an organization that is "infinitely" 
powerful. 

And he can not do anything really important, because Catholicism is false. 
---------------------------- 
Find us by googling: 

brief clear proof 

... our name begins with "ddxinet" 
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trying to comment at: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/paul-raushenbush/huffington-post-anonymous-
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""" 

Own What You Think: Why It's Great That HuffPost Is Getting Rid of Anonymous Comments 
Posted: 08/30/2013 9:20 am 

""" 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
1 second ago ( 1:53 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Look at my site, ddxinet2.wordpress.com, there you can find my comments to this news article. 

Organized Religions Could´t Refute Atheists, So They are Geeting Rid of Us at the Huffington post 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

jsdrt0616 
------------- 

( 1:46 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

I wish there were a GOD that could punish those who attent against FREEDOM ! 

This act shows the huge power (human, natural, real) of the Roman Catholic Church in the World and in 
America ! 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



( 1:42 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

To those that dont get it: The HUff is going to make us show proof of our claimed name.´ 

In Mexico you need to show your true identity to use a cell phone. 

Maybe in America and the !st world some guys are going to be able to continue commenting, but it will 
very hard or impossible to us that live in the 3rd World, where the Roman Catholic Church rules ! 

It is not that we don´t want to reveal our true identities, it is that the Churches are going to cause a great 
level of damage to the most intelligent atheist thinkers , as it is clear from History... 

Here in Mexico a lady reporter that took to the light some article around 2006, related to Marcial Maciel, 
ended in jail. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

jsdrt0616 
( 1:23 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

There a lot of ways to see that "God" is only a nebolous word to extract money and power over the 
populations of people with stone age degree of convictions. 

See more by googling: 

brief clear proof 

---------------- 

( 1:21 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

This HIT over the freedom of expression is a come back to the MIddle Ages ! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------- 

( 1:17 PM) 
This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

This BAD new policy implies that , if humanity had have Anonymous Comments , Christianity, Islam, 
Judaism would have never persisted, and perhaps, would have never even initiated ! 

The best instrument for those that abuse of the the intelligence difficulties of most of humanity are to 
persecute the FREE THINKERS. 

LIBERTY OF EXPRESSION IS THE WORST NIGHTMARE FOR DICTATORS AND RELIGIONS. 

This is some of the sadest day in the year for the Liberty of Expression. 

It only means that the Organized Religions are not that much different than other bad organized 



associations that want power and riches. 

It means that we, atheists, have making a change in America and the World, because of ANONIMICITY 
AND COMMENTS. 

It implies that the THEISTS have almost never refuted our ATHEISTS IDEAS ! 

This HORRIBLE NEW POLICY OF THE HUFF means that GOD doesn{t exist.... because if He existed, 
the Organized Religions would have no need for this measure ! 

It is Very SAD that the huff is getting rid of some of the atheists of the world. 

It is as if the Huff didnt know´that in Latin America the Catholic Church is still very dangerous, in spite 
that urban people here have stop believing in its things, because the elites are associated with it. 

Here in Latin America, it will be easy that the IRS will reach to us, atheists, if we "damage with our light" 
to the terrifying RCC. 

It is not great, rather, it is HORRIBLE that That HuffPost Is Getting Rid of Anonymous Comments ! 

I reject this action ! 

_-_-_- 

___---___--- 
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The Roman Catholic bishop of Limburg, Germany, has expended around 50 million dollars in his 

home. 

This is a fact. The proof are to the sight of everyone. 

Only the people that is not intelligent  and unable of thinking freely could still believe that Organized 

Religions are more than a Scam. 

 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2452406/Catholic-bishop-spends-25m-palatial-home-Pope-

Francis-promotes-humble-lifestyle.html 

 Maybe for the first time in two thousand years, the RCC was unable to stop some unconstestable and 

current  news to scape to the general public. This time the RCC has no words which can use to deceive 

people and inject some doubt about it´s horrible proceedings. 

After some decades, some facts are too far away and the RCC has been succesful in deceiving some 

people about the real events. This time this revealing afair is happening right now. 

No doubt this 2013 year has been rich in important events. 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

Trying to comment: 

........................................................ 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/09/krokodil-drug_n_4073417.html?utm_hp_ref=mostpopular 

jsdrt0616 

7 Fans 

The most horrifying adiction are one that disguise as glorious: It is the addiction to believe in God and 

similar "trascendental fairy" tales. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2452406/Catholic-bishop-spends-25m-palatial-home-Pope-Francis-promotes-humble-lifestyle.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2452406/Catholic-bishop-spends-25m-palatial-home-Pope-Francis-promotes-humble-lifestyle.html


Well, not exaclty, it is the addiction to believe in those that say that God wrote and said something. 

Google this: 

clear proof that god doesn’t exist 

To see that the real God of the RCC is the Gold, news google this: 

Limburg bishop 

Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

........................................................ 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/09/malala-jon-stewart_n_4073426.html?

utm_hp_ref=mostpopular 

jsdrt0616 

7 Fans 

1 second ago ( 2:33 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

We should not rely on faith, but on reason. 

Google this: 

Limburg bishop 

Google this other thing: 

clear proof that god doesn't exist 

....................................... 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/cynthia-jeub/why-the-atheists-youre-wr_b_4066411.html?

utm_hp_ref=religion 



jsdrt0616 

7 Fans 

1 second ago ( 2:18 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Could this simple fact be more elocuent? ... 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2452406/Catholic-bishop-spends-25m-palatial-home-Pope-

Francis-promotes-humble-lifestyle.html 

........................ 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/10/vatican-jesus-medal_n_4080403.html?utm_hp_ref=religion 

jsdrt0616 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

Maybe you should read, if you are catholic: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2452406/Catholic-bishop-spends-25m-palatial-home-Pope-

Francis-promotes-humble-lifestyle.html 

........................ 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/10/pope-francis-gay-catholic_n_4080524.html?

utm_hp_ref=religion 

.... 

jsdrt0616 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 



If you are a believer in some GOD, you should read this; 

..."Mounting fury over Catholic bishop spending £25million on new palatial home...." 

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2452406/Catholic-bishop-spends-25m-palatial-

home-Pope-Francis-promotes-humble-lifestyle.html 

........................ 

_-_-_- 
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We don´t believe in the Devil or in God or in Gods, we only are trying to make you conclude that the 

concepts of good Gods and bad Gods are absurd. 

We have been trying to post some argumentations at the Huffington Post today. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/18/religion-time-magaine_n_4122607.html?

utm_hp_ref=religion 

"Religion At Time Magazine: Henry Luce's Influence And The Religious Leaders Who Made The Iconic 

Cover" 

Our comms: 

jsdrt0616 

7 Fans 

1 second ago ( 3:45 PM) 

The reason why the Popes have been frequently in the Head of a lot of magazines is because the Roman 

Catholic Church is extremely powerful for being extremely rich. 

Those that still belong to the Catholic Church should see seriously the methods that this church uses to 

mantain its flock. You would see simple and complicated methods of deception and propaganda. 

* In a lot of the most influential e-newspapers of America, the news about the mansion of around 50 

million dollars has not appeared or has not appeared prominently. 

* In the Histoy Channel they put documentaries impulsing lies about miracles for which the proof is only 

the testimony of people that speak very seriously. 

* Almost every day the RCC push several news articles about the Pope in news.google of each of the 

countries of the western world. 



All of this cost a lot of money. 

The Roman Catholic Church had until recently 1.2e9 believers, of all the economic classes. Some of them 

only gave to the Church a 100 dollars per year, for "god services", but others give to the Church 100 

millions per year when they were going to die. 

Then, it is not irrational to assume an avarage income of 10,000 dollars per year per person. This gives 12 

trillion dollars per year. (1.2e13). 

Maybe we should not multiply this for 2,000 years, but maybe it is reasonable to multiply it by 100. This 

gives 1200 trillions of wealth accumulated in the Roman catholic Church. 

I did just an estimation. The Church should say how much it has. 

Part of the answer could be here: 

" How rich is the Catholic Church in Germany? 

Published: 18 Oct 2013 09:19 CET " 

http://www.thelocal.de/society/20131018-52455.html 

"Word of the $40 million project in Limburg comes as the new pope is urging modesty for Catholic 

Church leaders." 

http://stream.wsj.com/story/latest-headlines/SS-2-63399/SS-2-351482/... 

"Finance scandal spurs German bishops to reveal secret funds" 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/10/16/us-germany-catholic-wealth-idUSBRE99F0LX20131016 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/18/women-cardinals_n_4118313.html?utm_hp_ref=religion 

"Women Catholic Cardinals A Possibility With Pope Francis?" 



Our comments: 

jsdrt0616 

7 Fans 

1 second ago ( 4:12 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

What would be of more impact for the interests of The Devil, 

* To say that he is the Devil and he wants your soul or 

* To say that he is your saviour or 

* To say that he represents your saviour here on earth ? 

google: clear proof that God doesn´t exist 

How do you call a person that talks and talks and do nothing important with his immense emperor power? 

For those that doubt about the riches of the Catholic Church: The bishop of Limburg have just adapted a 

mansion of more then 50 million dollars as his residence, and this is causing an scandal in Germany. 

google: brief clear proof 

Being the Roman Catholic Church as rich as it is, don´t you think that it has enough money to pay a lot of 

commenters or writers to say that this Pope is quite convincing, quite humble, quite cute, that they 

converted to Catholicism because of him, etc? 

This Pope Francis have not did nothing really important. 

He have not: 



* Defined God, clearly. 

* Refuted that Jesus could not be Son of God, in any rational sense, because God has not chromosomes. 

* Refuted that there are not evidences that Jesus resurrected from the dead, and on the contrary, if Jesus 

would have resurrected, Would have been rational for God to have hidden the MOST important event in 

the existence of Humanity from everybody? 

* Demostrated that the Church is not inmensly RICH. 

* Refuted that any god could deceive any human, and therefore we could not trust any message or any 

supposedly sacred collection of books. 

google: brief clear proof 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/r-andrew-chesnut/mexicos-trinity-of-death-_b_4108136.html?

utm_hp_ref=religion 

"Mexico's Trinity of Death: Santa Muerte, Day of the Dead and Calavera Catrina" 

jsdrt0616 

7 Fans 

1 second ago ( 3:52 PM) 

This comment is pending approval and won't be displayed until it is approved. 

If the Devil existed, could he deceive anyone if he were red, with horns and speak things that would show 

clearly that he is a bad person? 

What would be more intelligent for some Evil God, to say that he is "The God creator of the Universe" or 

to say that he is "The Devil"? 

google: brief clear proof 
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trying to publish at: 
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Is Pope Francis Leaving Vatican At Night To Minister To Homeless? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------- 15:56 east time 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 



A proof that I am telling the TRUTH is that the Huff is not publishing immediately my (innocent) 
comments...... What about the freedom of expression ? 
37 SECONDS AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
I challenge the Pope to jump from the Peter Tower, without parachute and without any "material" 
protection of any kind, to show that some "angels", saints, virgins, or Christs, come to save him from a 
horrible and loudy impact....... And all TV broadcasted by CNN and FOX, of course...... 
A MINUTE AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
I challenge the Pope to stop doing small things and start to do REAL things that demonstrate that Jesus 
Christ is not a MYTH. 
A MINUTE AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

---------  15:42 est 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
The bones of Jesus were discovered in Israel. Then Jesus never resurrected from the dead. ........... And 
never did some miracle, because if he did, all the present jews would be Christians !............ 
THINK.............. 
A MINUTE AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
A Church that protected priest that sexually abused children, even disabled children and that emasculated 
children that dared to denounce the acts, should not be TRUSTED in anything...... 
A MINUTE AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
The Pope gives lecture in ethics and act in the contrary direction ............. The Pope did not sold the 
Episcopal Mansion of Limburg, valued in 100 million dollars to give to the damnified in the Philippines, 
he only gave one sixth million dollars........ ( yea, I know that he ask other governments to give substantial 
help... I know that.... I am not telling that he is fool, only that he don´t act accordingly to his lectures.... I 
know too that he gives some few dollars to some people..... ) 
A MINUTE AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
It is crazy that some person was the Son of God, even if God existed, because God wouldn´t have 
chromosomes, and if God created chromosomes only to pregnate some woman, then the result wouldn´t 
be his son .... would be just some peculiar human, not a demigod........ think......... 
A MINUTE AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 



7 Fans 
It is crazy that we humans are being born with some sin...... and is crazy that a good GOD would be 
pardon humanity because some guys killed some person...... if that God existed and Jesus were indeed his 
"Son", that GOD would be very angry and we humanity wouldn´t exist anymore............. think....... 
Christianity is a long chain of absurd ideas........ that is why the Pope is doing strange things..... he can not 
refute the free thinkers critics...... 
A MINUTE AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
A very powerful god, or some member of a very advanced technological civilization, that didn´t created 
the Universe, could have very easyly deceived Moses and tell him that he created the Universe and was 
the Maximum God......... 

Even if some entity appeares and tell you something, this would not prove that that entity is telling the 
TRUTH......... Then, even in the remote case that Moses existed and saw something, the Bible colud 
easily be a LIE .................. 

google :..... brief clear proof 
A MINUTE AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
Why the RCC would want to deceive millions of people in the world?.... Easy:.... multipliy 1 thousand 
millions people by 10 thousand dollars per year..... Then you find the real cause of the actions of the 
POPE........ Christianity is more then a religion , is the GREATEST BUSINESS on our BLUE 
PLANET...... and they don´t pay taxes..... 
2 MINUTES AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
Think : How could you believe in a Church that very clearly deceived millions of hispanamericans with 
the myth of the virgin of Guadalupe, by never telling them that this virgin was the one venerated in Spain 
centuries before The Conquest ?.... 

As easy as this Church deceived the hispanamericans, it deceived mediterranean people 1800 years ago 
by telling and lying that Jesus did miracles and he resurrected !....... 

links: .... 
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virgen_de_Guadalupe_(Espa%C3%B1a) ..... 
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuestra_Se%C3%B1ora_de_Guadalupe_(M%C3%A9xico) ..... 
( you can translate from spanish using google.com ) 
7 MINUTES AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
The proof that the Roman Catholic Church cannot "convince" some GOD to appear in his defense is all 
the extreme things that the POPE is doing ! 
16 MINUTES AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 



7 Fans 
The Roman Catholic Church is desperate because the youth are discovering that Christianity and ALL 
RELIGIONS are simple LIES. 

In doubt? ... Just see how many extrange things this POPE has done in a few months... this prove that the 
RCC is DESPERATE ! 
18 MINUTES AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

jsdrt0616 
7 Fans 
This is not the Vicar of Christ, this is a CEO of a gigantic and profitable created religion that is doing all 
he can to attract back the youth that has walked away from their BUSINESS. 
22 MINUTES AGO 
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of this article, your comment may take longer to appear publicly. 

_-_-_- 
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The Church was born lying and so will die, because concealing is also lying, and the Church has been 



concealing to Mexico for 500 years that the supposedly mexican Virgin Guadalupe was not theirs after 

all, but was originally fabricated in Caceres, Spain, centuries before. As easily as it was for the Catholic 

Church to lie to Mexico for half a millenia, it was so for it to fabricate the Jesus character and sustain the 

Christianity Myth for four times as much. 

. 

The Church was born lying and lying will die, because for it was not sufficient to say that "God" 

  fathered a son out of marriage, but invented hundreds of virgins, two of them with the same 

“Guadalupe” name, and just the past December 12 lied again reporting 7 millions of pilgrims to the 

Guadalupe Basilica in Mexico City, when the real number was much lesser. 

. 

A fact is that the amount of pilgrims to the Guadalupe Basilica suffered a dramatic fall from 2012 to 

2013. Even though the visitors in 2012 were in the thousands, we witnessed that almost all the visitors 

where among the poorest people and that they were payed by the Church to attend the celebrations on the 

mexican Guadalupe day. 

. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Evidences of the fall in the number of Guadalupe pilgrims on 2013 

•  1- Some catholic priests performed the Guadalupe mases in the very small sidewalks of the city, 
in an effort to attract pedestrians, since almost nobody appeared at the churches. Pathetic images, 
indeed. And the few ones who attended were only elderly people. 

•  2- At the “18 de marzo” Metro station, in the closest exit to the “Basilica” on noon, the crowd 
was not such, but just a few people. Not even was a line to the entrance of the Metro station. 

• 3- The TV channels, those that are usually Catholic flatterers, didn't transmit live aereal views. 
• 4- The Newspapers in Mexico City, posted only a few aereal aereal photos of the Basilica on 

December 12th, and these only showed hundreds of pilgrims. 
• 5- During the entire Mexican Guadalupe Day, in several Metro stations that we covered, there 

were no sights of people with statues or images of this 2nd Guadalupe. 
• 6- In the evening news all around the TV dial, no one channel stopped to cover the pilgrims at the 

Basilica, but only few channels just barely mentioned the event. 

------------------------------------------ 

--- Links to posts with photos: 

• * http://www.eluniversal.com.mx/ciudad-metropoli/2013/impreso/rompen-record-llegan-7-
millones-120436.html 



• * http://www.milenio.com/policia/Recibe-Basílica-millones-peregrinos-Virgen-Guadalupe-
Tepeyec-visitan_0_206979595.html 

• * http://www.informador.com.mx/mexico/2013/502217/6/peregrinos-llegan-sin-contratiempos-a-
la-Basílica-de-guadalupe.htm 

. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
--- On Wikipedia "Bajo su advocación se conquistó el Nuevo Mundo" : 

• * http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virgen_de_Guadalupe_(Espa%C3%B1a) 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--- For more research, please compare : 

• google: "Bajo su advocación se conquistó el Nuevo Mundo" 
• google: "Virgen de Guadalupe" Mexico 

. 
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>>>>--------- 



We challange the leading defenders of the Roman Catholic Church to JUSTIFY that this church has 
concealed from the people of Mexico, FOR HALF A MILLENIA, the existence of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe of Extremadura, Spain, who preceded the mexican one. 

. 
--------------------------------- 
>>>>--------- 

Let me be clear: the RCC has controlled all the books, periodistic notes, and broadcasted discussions in 
Mexico, for half a millenia, in such a way that practically no mexican knew that the Virgin of Guadalupe 
is really an spaniard one. 

. 
It was only util our group made this fact public in 2009 that the mexicans started to be aware of this. 
The current wikipedia article on the mexican V of G acknowledges the pre-existence of the spaniard 
virgin. We think that the RCC changed the article because of us. But still, this article, as it is written 
today, is designed to deceive the public in regards to the name "Guadalupe", trying to make appear 
that it has indigenous origin! 

--------------------------------- 
>>>>--------- 

A Church that was capable of deceiving a whole continent for half a millenia, by concealing some fact 
(+), is capable too of deceiving all of humanity for two millenia. 

The Church has managed to deceive people into believing that 

• Jesus was born from a virgin 
• A god impregnated the mother of Jesus 
• Jesus did miracles 
• Jesus resurrected 

(+): The concealed fact was the existence of the Spaniard Virgin of Guadalupe : 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Our_Lady_of_Guadalupe,_Extremadura 
--------------------------------- 

------- The End ------- 

_-_-_- 
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